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Preamble

My solo  biking adventure across Europe, was a transformative time in my life.  Inspired by a 

conversation with a German midwife while  living in Peru and spurred on by the need to do something big 

and healthy and challenging - my 67 day and 4 300km journey from Barcelona to Istanbul on a bicycle  is 

one of the biggest gifts  I have ever given myself.  With this eBook I hope  to pass on some of the lessons 

learned to you, my way of paying it forward.  Enjoy the articles, interviews and videos!

With love and peace,

 Kasia Szewczyk 
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Thank you!!

To thank my family, my sister, Andrew, my best friends and support team is the only way to begin.  Your 

presence has meant everything to me

Thank you to every single person who gave even a dollar of their funds and a second of their time to hold 

space for this fundraising adventure

To all those who followed the blog and sent encouraging words through the blogosphere! Thanks to you I 

was never truly alone on the road

Huge thanks go out to Darren Alff and Bicycle Touring Pro - not only for the scholarship but for all the support 

and encouragement along the way

To David and Carol from TotaliTea - you have always been my biggest fans :)

To my virtual assistant, Stefani, it was such a blessing having you on the team!

To Gergo and Marton for such an exceptional video on such short notice. You guys rock!

Huge thanks to World Literacy Canada.  Thank you for doing the incredibly valuable work that you do.

To every single person encountered on the road, though you may never read the words on this page, know 

that your kindness and warmth did not go unappreciated.

To my angels and the Spirit for guiding me.

And finally,

To Leonie,

For giving me a push out the door...

and unto the bicycle.
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The Inspiration for 
the Ride

So… how was the Ride to Read born?

(Kasia:) ” At the start of the year (2012) I was at a 

turning point and eager to take on a big, personal 

project – I wanted to throw myself into something 

heart and soul. At the same time I was struggling 

with accepting and dealing with my parents’ 

cancers and immersing myself in their world had 

turned me into an overly cautious walking-cancer-

encyclopedia. I was concerned with eating canned 

tuna rich with heavy metals that cause cell 

mutation! I ended up speaking with a friend and 

midwife and she sat me down and said – look, turn 

this negative energy around and give back to the 

world! You love cycling, why not bike around the 

world and raise money for cancer research!

From there, the idea really stuck with me. 

Moreover I knew I needed to engage in something 

physical and youthful, to get out of the mental loop 

of degradation and disease. I couldn’t advocate for 

conventional cancer research however, as I had 

grown to understand, from all the books my family 

and I had read, that cancer is more about diet, 

mental focus and energy than it is about 

chemotherapy and surgury. Specifically my parents 

have worked closely with methods such as the 

Gerson method and the Silva method. These don’t 

require big money to achieve results, rather time to 

learn, understand and apply them. And then it 

dawned on me…how knowledge is spread and 

distributed in our world. Reading. Books. Internet. 

… literacy.

One google search later and World Literacy Canada 

entered my life.”
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A story about 
Literacy

Date: May 02 2012

Blog post title: “Do you personally know 

anyone who is illiterate?”

While living in Peru during the past few months, in 

a small town not far from Cusco, I met my 

neighbour one sunny morning as I hustled down 

the steep, dirt road from my home to town – on my 

way to the market.

I stopped by a large cement basin, a water reservoir 

of some type. A fit, 40-something Peruvian woman 

with an honest look and wide smile came up to me 

as I pondered this construction and we struck up a 

conversation. Her name was Maria, she lived just a 

few meters down the road, we were neighbours. 

She was quick to invite me to a one-on-one game 

of wind-the-string-around-the-post and the hilarity 

of hitting and occasionally missing this swinging 

weight on the end of the line had us both laughing 

in no time. Maria surprised me with her frankness 

and openness, not very typical of Peruvians 

towards foreigners, especially ones you’ve only 

known for 5 minutes. I felt as if we had been 

neighbours for years, she was so authentic and 

friendly that she inspired immediate confidence 

and trust. She had a lot of foreign friends she told 

me – a worldly woman – I thought to myself.

 We got to know each other more over the space of 

several months, finding the time here and there to 

chat and catch up. Maria had so much energy and 

zest for everything that she did! She had many 

friends and a rich and full life, loving her world as it 

came to her, looking with accepting eyes upon her 

mud house and dusty, primitive kitchen. Her large 

and diverse garden was her joy and pride, the new 

puppies recently birthed by her dog made her 

laugh and smile as they played in the grass. One of 

them got stung by a bee from a nearby hive and 

came yelping to her for help.

 It wasn’t until I spent nearly an entire day with 

Maria, that I learned of her illiteracy. Up to then we 

had chatted comfortably in Spanish without much 

talk of language capabilities, although in my 

naïvety I had begun to think that she spoke a bit of 

English, since she had so many foreign friends. We 

were preparing lunch together (a mixed dish of 

lima beans, carrots, seaweed and cheese, eaten 

with boiled young potatoes – delicious!) when I 

began to talk of my plans for this summer, of the 

Ride to Read; I explained that the cause was 

literacy for women and children in India. While 

listening she matter-of-factly commented « I’m 

illiterate ».

I think my jaw dropped a little, food and all, and 

she added with a calm smile « Really – I don’t know 

how to read or write ». I swallowed, and questioned 

her further. What about school? And if you didn’t 

learn as a child, weren’t there adult literacy 
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programs in our town? She never received that 

kind of education, growing up in a small Peruvian 

village, she explained, and yes, there were adult 

literacy programs but they were few and far 

between; the foreigners would come and give 

classes for a few months and then dissolve into 

nothingness before the students ever got very far 

in their studies.

 She had her notebook from one of those classes 

stowed away somewhere – would I like to see it?

 Learning that Maria was illiterate astounded me to 

no end. Not only because of what this had meant 

for her in her adult life – the limitation in what type 

of work she could find, having to be dependant on 

literate friends to explain legal and medical 

documents – but because of the woman that she 

was. Such an open, friendly and energetic person, 

with a wisdom all her own, it is so rare to meet 

someone like her. She seemingly never noticed 

what a Westerner might perceive as her poverty, 

but rather rejoiced in her beautiful garden, the 

healthy pigs and guinea-pigs that she raised. Her 

bright intellect, readiness to delve into unlikely 

and fascinating topics (her observations of UFOs in 

the area and her knowledge of alternative 

medicine, just to name a few!) seemed so unlikely 

for someone who couldn’t read more about it!

 When I look back on it, I guess that in my own way, 

I had unconsciously associated illiteracy with a 

close-minded, quiet and introverted personality. 

Never would I have guessed a woman like Maria 

could be deprived of such skills as reading and 

writing when she had already demonstrated her 

intelligence, quick wit and diverse interests in so 

many other ways.  And if she did know how to read 

and write? How different would her reality be, her 

sphere of influence, had she been presented with 

different opportunities? What kind of position or 

career would she be able to pursue for the benefit 

of her family, her town, her country? Knowing just 

a little of her nature, I feel that the possibilities 

could have been endless.

 As I sit now, back in the company of my peers from 

the « developed » nations, where literacy rates are 

always hovering around the 99,99% mark… I look 

around at our laptops, newspapers, books and 

smartPhones and realize how very far we can 

remove ourselves from a world like Maria’s.

Can you imagine not knowing how to read a text 

message from your best friend?

What about enjoying the funnies in your morning 

newspaper?

In fact, if not for being literate, you wouldn’t be 

here now!
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About Kasia

Kasia Szewczyk – get to know the Ride to Read cyclist

Born in Poland, raised in Calgary, Canada – today this intrepid 23 yr. old lives, volunteers and works in as far 

corners of the globe as Peru and Spain.

After completing her International Business degree at the University of Calgary in 2010, she reached out to 

a completely new field of study: organic agriculture and ecology. Starting out with various WWOOFing 

projects, she is now a certified Permaculture designer and speaker working on approaching planet-saving 

from a practical and modern perspective, accessible to all.

In her free time she dabbles in guitar, yoga, reading and, of course, cycling!
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So why raise money for literacy?

(Kasia) “I initially thought about giving funds to any number of organizations involved in stuff that I believe 

in – alternative healing therapies for cancer, organic agriculture or urban sustainability – but then I stopped, 

and said “hey, but how would your involvement in all of this change if you didn’t know how to read and 

write?!”. So I decided to advocate not for my passions but for the fundamental right of everyone to improve 

communication and to have access to knowledge, to be able to read and to write, and so to discover their 

own inner voice and calling!

It’s called “Ride to Read” because I believe that it is a fundamental human RIGHT to read!!”

QUICK FACTS

Born: June 03, 1988 in Warsaw, Poland

Full name: Katarzyna Maria Szewczyk

Alias: Kasia, Cash, Catalina

High School: Western Canada

Favourite sport: biking, tennis

Languages: 4 fluent (French, Polish, Spanish), 2 survival (German, Italian)

Favourite novel: “Jonathan Livingston Seagull” – Richard Bach

Favourite singer (currently): Sara Tavares

Fun fact: has never had a cavity!
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The official Ride to Read Video

Filmed all on the day of July 1st in and around Szeged, Hungary the official Ride to Read video came 

in a thrilling moment of inspiration (and realization) that I desperately needed footage of what I was doing.  

One of the main challenges of travelling on your own is documenting the journey - especially when my only 

piece of technology was an iPhone!  I wanted to show what my days looked like, and what better place to do 

it than in beautiful Szeged and on the same day of my first official border crossing (from Hungary to Serbia).    

The video served not only as a great promotional tool, but also as an excellent souvenir of my trip.  Needless  

to say, it’s something I’ll be thrilled to go back to many years down the road :) 

YouTube link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmrr7L3Eiu0 

Vimeo link: http://vimeo.com/45310945 
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My video blog
These videos (and more!) are available to watch on YouTube
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You can access these and other videos on my YouTube account at:
http://www.youtube.com/user/pricelesscash/videos 

http://www.youtube.com/user/pricelesscash/videos
http://www.youtube.com/user/pricelesscash/videos


Media Coverage of the Ride 
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Full article:
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malaika-aleba/ride-read-young-
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Media Coverage of the Ride  in 
Barcelona
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website and social media
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The Blog itself

Was at: www.ridetoread.wordpress.com 

It has now been retired, as have the Twitter and Facebook pages 
dedicated to the Ride.

Here are a few snapshots before I hit “delete” on the blog!

http://www.ridetoread.wordpress.com
http://www.ridetoread.wordpress.com
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The Blog
Every day for 67 days I wrote a blog post.

Now, that is no small achievement.
Especially considering what I was doing in the meantime. Cycling, 
getting lost, getting tired, finding food, shelter and water in the 
blazing heat. Taking pictures and videos to document the trip. 
Coordinating funds and marketing with my assistant. Staying sane. 
Learning the local languages. Staying the course.

So, imagine how these articles came to be.

The only piece of technology I had with me on the trip was my iPhone 
4s.  I promise I’m not paid by Apple (or rather, I promise I should be 
paid by Apple!) to endorse their products... but that one iPhone was 
my everything on the road. I used it for photos, videos, navigation, 
social media, Internet browsing, alarms, emails and, of course, for 
blog writing.  It shocks me still to realize how much I was able to do 
with that one small device.

Yes, I wrote every single article you will find here (those written from 
the road) on my little iPhone keyboard, my thumbs flashing as I 
became more and more efficient at transfering my thoughts to screen, 
and from screen to the Wordpress blog application.

First, I’d like to start you off with a few pre-ride blog posts.
Then, day by day, we’ll follow the journey as I cycled across Europe.
To top it off, I’ll share a 3-part post-trip article series I wrote for 
Bicycle Touring Pro.
Ready for the reading?  Here we go!
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Training for the Ride - part I

February 15th 2012

In anticipation for the ride

...I am, of course, also preparing my body for the thousands of kilometers it is going to bike this summer!  

As I’m living in the Sacred Valley of Peru I’m faced with certain advantages and disadvantages of living here 

vis-à-vis my desired training schedule.

Ideally, I would want to be on a bike at least a few hours every day. A few shorter touring trips couldn’t hurt 

either.  This, for the time being, is easier said than done.  First off I would need to acquire a bike here, and it 
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most likely wouldn’t be one that I would want to bring with me to Europe…and so in buying a bike I would 

bring upon myself the added hassle of trying to sell it before I leave.  Secondly, I would need much more 

knowledge of the available bikeable paths and roads here so that I would actually have somewhere to go.  

The main roads that everyone uses are so packed with trucks, cars, dogs, tuktuks and mamitas selling 

bagged popcorn that I think it would be 10x more mentally exhausting than physically challenging to bike 

there!  It’s doable, of course, but not very appealing.

Thirdly, I am faced with the challenge (and the opportunity) of the elevation at which I am living.  Give or 

take a few hundred meters, the Sacred Valley is at 3,000 m above sea-level (almost 10,000 feet) – and this 

makes exercise really tough!  I am, thankfully, one of the fortunate people who has never suffered from real 

altitude sickness, I do however greatly feel the difference when I exercise at this altitude compared to 

exercise at lower altitudes or at sea-level.  I would venture to say that successfully jogging 3 km in the 

Sacred Valley is like jogging 8 or 10km in Vancouver!  You can read more about the effects of altitude on 

humans here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Effects_of_high_altitude_on_humans 

So, the opportunity here is to get as fit as possible while improving my cardiovascular strength at this high 

altitude.  Going for my daily walk/jog I can all but feel my hemoglobin reaching new levels!!

There are plans to borrow a bike here and there, either from friends or from the local bike shop in town as 

well as getting a membership at the only place in sight with a gym and a stationary bicycle – the recently 

built 5 star Hotel and Spa called the “Tambo del Inca”.  Waaaayy too fancy for my taste but there is nothing 

on the cheaper/lower end to choose from!

Ah, life in developing countries is always an unpredictable adventure!  I should add that since we are in the 

rainy season now going out can be limited or…one simply bears the drizzle and slips and slides along the 

muddy streets!

All in fun though, and the important thing is that I do feel myself getting stronger every day!
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Here are a few more of the pre-departure (before May 15th) blog posts.  As they were 

quite short a simple screen shot from the blog seemed fitting.
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Driving and cycling in Europe - “Get the hell out of my way 
you slow-poke!!”

May 13th 2012

I haven’t done too much driving in Europe.

It initially unnerved me – the narrower roads in the cities, the many cars on the highways (so unlike the 

empty ones in the prairies) the limitless parallel parking (who am I kidding, I only learned to do that once – 

properly – to pass the driving test, at which point the ability left me completely). You need to get out of the 

Canadian mindset of stopping for every pedestrian within a kilometer radius (this may work in a low density 

country, but you wouldn’t get anywhere in a car if you did this elsewhere), get used to driving more 
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assertive and occasionally rolling down your window to shout a few choice phrases at a nearby driver. In 

whatever language flows from you naturally.

To drive in Europe it’s much more – how shall I put it…engaging.

Ofcourse at some point I had access to a car in France and simply pocketed my worries, got behind the wheel 

and learned that it’s not so bad nor so different from what I was used to (and I was already used to a stick-

shift, just for the record). Now, after doing some driving in Peru, and (I say this very proudly!) in parts of 

Cusco city – Europe seems very tame.

Either way – as a cyclist sharing the road with cars, in Europe, a review of European road signs is a must. In 

cities especially, where your senses are super alert as you focus on riding, traffic lights, cars, pedestrians, 

dogs, garbage bins and the weather – looking at road signs needs to be second nature. Somehow I need to 

convince my Canadian brain to interpret red-circle-with-white-bar-through-it that it means “no entry”, not as 

some kind of invitation to vehicles to feel free to park their cars half on the curb, half on the road. Which 

they do anyway, without anyone needing to suggest it.

All in all, it’s not too bad – gladly the road signs are pretty uniform throughout the old continent. What does 

change are cyclist-to-driver relations…ranging from “get the hell out of my way slow-poke” to “holy shit 

there are so many of them and they are taking over the world!” (in wonderful cycling countries like Holland 

and Germany, which I won’t be going through on this trip, but are notorious for having a 4:1 ratio of bicycles  

to people in their countries). Kind of like that sheep to New Zealanders ratio.

At least, I can be sure of never seeing a traditional Albertan road-cyclist-to-driver encounter: “geez Jake – I 

haven’t seen one of those out on this road in ages! Best we be real careful”, as they swerve a good 10 meters 

around you, fully entering the on-coming traffic lane, and slow down a little, for when the air pocket created 

by their car unsettles your bicycle.

That would be nice, really…but it aint happenin” here!
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Day 1 - Heading up the coast to Lloret de Mar and first 
Warmshowers lodging tonight

May 15th 2012

The first day was a video blog kind of day.

I left Barcelona in a state of adrenaline and shock not fully understanding what I was undertaking.  I had 

cycled north along the coast from Barcelona... only before I had always turned back to the city.  Not this time 

however!

Check out the video at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=1FC9K1DRgFo 
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Day 4 - crossing the Pyrennées - ups and downs all around

May 18th 2012

Today was a tough day.

After enjoying last nights camping, I didn’t end up sleeping as well as I should have, the sound of the rain 

on the tent at night woke me up several times. I’m just not used to it.

So I started off my day optimistic and looking forward to meeting Philippe in Portbou, but tired before even 

starting.

The 33km from Roses to Portbou started off fairly innocent but got very up and down at the coast, meaning I 

was sore by the time Phil arrived at the train station.

He, fresh from his train ride, couldnt wait to get on the road and the 40km or so of mountain passes 

seperating Spain from France. I was already running on pure adrenaline at this time, but, my extremist 

methods of testing my own limits started shining through, and I was chomping-at-the-bit to feel those 

mountains again in my legs.

And feel them we did!!! Even with Phil gallantly volunteering to take my panniers (just this once!), the ride 

was brutal. Tough, but on the other hand extremely beautiful! The photos here show a little of the amazing 

Med viewed from a height that we reached on our bikes!!!
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1 or 2 villages into France and I was feeling more and more under the weather. It hasn’t helped that I 

haven’t taken with me a full length pair of pants or a windbreaker… An absolute must with the ferocious 

winds I’ve been encountering. Cold and strong enough to lose your balance, if you go downhill fully 

charged and too fast.

In the end, I am unhappy to report that we ended up taking the bus some 20km or so near the end of the 

day. Phil had only a day pack with him, otherwise we could camp somewhere and continue tomorrow, in our 

case though we needed to get back to his flat in Elne. I felt that if I pushed myself any further I would risk an 

accident, it just seems wiser to not play the dare-devil, especially this early in the ride! So bused we did, to 

my great relief and dismay…

And here we are, resting and chatting up a storm (havent seen eachother in almost a year). Due to my 

sniffles, always a messege from my body that it is time to take some rest, I am dedicating tomorrow to 

recuperation.

Its a marathon after all, not a sprint – and I think you’ll agree that the objective is that I stay in top shape so 

that I can actually get to Istanbul in one piece!

Hope you all are doing well, and spreading the news and supporting this leg-breaking fundraising 

adventure!

Kasia – your dedicated cyclist
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Day 6 - “and from the sky fell rain and angels”

May 20th 2012

Today was a rainy and cold day on the 

outside, warmed by good people and 

encounters on the inside.

After getting a last-minute job opportunty, 

Philippe decided not to accompany me to his 

friend Laurence’s place, the organic farmer in 

Sigean, today. I set off on an overcast, drizzly 

ride alone, taking advantage of the 

opportunity to find my thoughts and my 

solitude again.

I was wearing all of my available rain gear: bright orange poncho and supposedly water proof shoe covers 

(that kept my feet dry for about 3 hours and wet and cold for the following 3). The rain was more drizzly than 

rain and the temperature bearable, all in all the riding was comfortable during the first half of the ride.

Hunger kicked in, and since living in Andalucía my internal lunch clock has been re-wired to 14:00, or later, 

and so I rolled into the coastal village of Leucate at 15:30 with a sinking feeling: it was way too late to eat 

and it was Sunday, I didn’t have much of a hope of finding store, cafe, bar or anything in terms of food and 

drink! Suddenly, I started pining after the numerous and easy to find bars in Spain, quaint and grimy 

corners where you can always find fresh orange juice, fried eggs and coffee (not to mention that the 

proportion of bars to people in Spain is like that of sheep to new-zealanders in NZ, approx 5:1). But this isnt 

Spain, it’s France: land of refined cuisine, fewer joints and earlier meal times….

Coming into the town, I cycled around looking for some sign of life, a group of people, a cloud of cigarette 

smoke – anything. The only lively place was a small joint with young guys running to and fro, they were 

obviously packing up for the day. I stepped in and asked if I could get anything to eat and a coffee, please.

In fact they were wrapping up after a weekend of festivities and since they needed to get rid of excess food 

here I was a hungry cyclist and they would be happy to feed me – for free! 10 minutes later I was chowing 

down a tuna and vegg wrap with a hot coffee and delicious walnut-chocolate banana bread to boot!
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Proof, in that moment, that not only rain but angels were 

falling from the sky.

After lunch I headed to the lighthouse in Leucate where I 

had a meeting with a lady who was selling a used wind-

jacket. I had none, and needed one desperately, I found 

hers perfect for my needs and even got to adopt a pair of 

her husbands socks when they learned of my, by this 

time, soaked through shoes and only pair of warm socks. I 

thanked my second group of angels for the day as they set 

me on my way to Sigean and I continued in the cold, 

although better for the jacket and dry socks, to meet my 

hosts for the night.

Staying with Laurence, her partner and their zoo of 4 

kittens was very warming. Their powerful little heater warmed up my soaked shoes and clothes as the 

kittens curled up on my feet melting my heart, ready, as I was, to go to sleep. It was a good rest and I was 

once again ready to face the following day of riding.

Best wishes to you,

Kasia – your rained-on cyclist
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Day 7 - Wind is for windmills not for cyclists

May 21st 2012

Hard to get mad at the wind

...after seeing all of the windmills turning 

furiously and generating all that clean 

electricity today… But wow does it ever suck 

to bike in the wind!!

I’m not a complainer. In fact, I’m a sworn 

speaker of the positive and an optimist, of that 

border-line annoying type that in the most 

uncomfortable situations ever will point out 

that on the bright side, whatever mess you are 

in it is sure to “build some character”. That being said, I have to admit that today’s riding in up to 80km 

winds was far from enjoyable!

I partly cycled, walked and cussed (sad, but true!) my way to Narbonne today, the simple fact that it took me 

an agonizing 4 hours to ride what is only 30km from Sigean is proof enough of how slow the going was. 

Indeed sometimes the north-west wind was so strong I felt like I was peddling uphill on the lowest gear on a 

stationary bicycle…

Anyways, I’m sure you get my drift. Pun intended. 

Hoping for less wind tomorrow! The forecast says less ferocity but more rain, in any case the sun is supposed 

to be back on Wednesday! Growing up in Calgary I’ve learned to never believe weather forecasts, 

nevertheless I hope this one will be true!!

Sending you all best wishes,

Kasia – your blown-away cyclist
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Day 8 - manufacturer of rear-view bicycle mirrors

May 22nd 2012

Today started out hopeless and ended up amazing. Goes to show you shouldn’t judge a situation 

too soon.

Woke up to howling winds, it was enough to observe people struggling to walk straight, hats, jackets flying 

in the wind and trees bending like rubber to discourage me from any type of riding today.

I’ll just wait it out one more day, I reasoned with myself.

And yet I also reasoned that if I only made it 20km further, I was closer to my goal and the day would not be 

in vain.

In fact, I made it much further, clocking in 55km or so at the end of the day. Conditions improved once I left 

Narbonne, meaning the wind was no longer strong enough to be outright dangerous and impossibe, but 

blowing still with considerable force to slow me down.

Between numerous breaks, I did enjoy a funny and pleasant enounter with a few German cyclists. Our 

conversation got off to a great start:

German: ” I hope you are liking your mirror” (pointing to my rear-view mirror dangling loosly on my left 

handle bar)

Me: “Well, no, not really. It kind of sucks. It keeps falling down” (showing him the loose mirror)

German: “My company makes this mirror”

Me: “Really???”

At which point I started laughing and explaining that it wasnt the mirrors fault, It simply needed to be 

tightened so that it would stay upright.

And tighten it he did, taking out his tool kit and, on the honour of his bike company (that specializes in bike 

lights but also does mirrors), fixed it for me. He also pointed out a tiny bend in a spoke of the front wheel, to  
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observe in case it gets worse and change if need be, and 

gifted me with new map of the Langeudoc region! The 

partly shredded, ten-year old map I had been using up to 

then, got put away.

After this encounter, riding went well until Vias (just east of 

Béziers, on the coast), where I decided to camp for the 

night. My intuition and timing could not have been more 

ideal – as I payed for my tent site it started raining and the 

manager took pity on tired me, and showed me to a 

camping-car/caravan where he told me I could stay for the 

night!

Here is photo of rested me on the following morning, 

proud temp resident of the caravan!
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Day 12 - from Arles (Fontvieille) to Salon-de-Provence

May 26th 2012

Had a great encounter with a Polish couple,

friends of friends of the family  , dinner morphed into breakfast turned into lunch… and we were chattering 

away like monkeys …until I remembered that I should probably be on the road cycling!

My knees would have preferred that we keep talking, but as I’ve been treating them and whole body to 

long, luxurious and frequent stretching, they didn’t complain too much today.
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So due to the late start I only did about 45km today, riding into famous Provence under the heat of the 

blazing sun.

Time to head to bed! Hope everyone is enjoying a good and restful weekend 

Kasia – your chatter-monkey cyclist

P.s. morning photo day 13, at “camping Nostradamus” thats my before breakfast grumpy morning face, lol
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10 Reasons why Bike Travel is Awesome

May 26th 2012

Biking solo can be very meditative and reflective at times, and then again sometimes the mind simply 

wanders into uncharted and silly waters.

The following list is a mish-mash of both 

10 REASONS WHY BIKE TRAVEL IS MORE AWESOME (as compared to car, motorhome, motorcycle etc. 

travel)

1. you never need to look for a gym or plan workouts during your holiday

2. you can tan while travelling, and do so in pattern formation, i.e. bike shorts tan, bike gloves tan, sock tan 

etc.

3. you get to wave friendly hellos to other cyclists and receive salutations in return

4. you never need to worry about getting a speeding ticket

5. you, and your legs, gain a whole new level of appreciation for terrain, mountains, weather and wind. And 

farm smells.

6. during the cycling you occasionally have great and easily digestible fly-protein zoom straight in your 

mouth, free of charge

7. you create your own heat, and air conditioning

8. honking is no longer uniquely rude or negative, it takes on a new variety of meanings: from friendly 

beeps of encouragement when you’re going uphill and jeers of young men eyeing your tight shorts to the 

predictable screams of protest by those who dont think you should be on the road with cars. ever.

9. your fuel is, by definition, edible and smells better than petrol

10. …your exhaust fumes might smell better too… But that depends on whether or not you had eggs for 

breakfast…!!
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Day 13 - From Salon-de-Provence to la Malle (65 km)

May 27th 2012

Today was as unpredictable as days can get.

So I woke up bright and early, and got going with breakfast, washing up, packing etc. Every morning I try to 

get up even earlier and pack even more efficiently in hopes that it wont take me so long to actually start 

riding – alas these morning starts seem to be lengthy by definition.

There isn’t just breakfast to make and have, but also the camp to take down, returning everything to its 

places in the panniers. Ofcourse in the meantime you run around getting dressed, brushing teeth and 

applying sunscreen while pulling down your clothes line and packing it too, the half-dry clothes remaining 

await to be perched on top of the luggage once your stuff is packed. Then there are dishes to wash and 

regular maintenance check-ups to perform and most likely a little tweak of the tools, application of oil or 

reinforcing of something with duct tape is necessary. At that point you look at the time and realize it’s almost 

9:30 (you woke up at 7:30), and you haven’t checked emails or planned your route for the day yet! One 
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thing leads to another and you’re lucky if you get on the road by 10:30, most likely though it’s 11:00 once 

the wheels really start rollin’.  Mornings are hard work!

Today’s morning was particularly lengthy, although all the more enjoyable, since a group of women hikers 

camping next to me got interested in me, my bike and the ride and we ended up talking for quite some 

time.

It started the previous evening with flirtatious middle-aged receptionist greeting me loud enough to alert 

the whole camp of the fact that I had taken a shower and donned a skirt – he announced

my reclaimed “elegance” to all, nicknaming me fondly the “canado-polonaise” (Polish Canadian).

So the girls recognized me as the Pole in the tent “next door” and struck up a conversation. Where was I 

going? How long will it take me? Am I travelling alone? We got past the typical questions soon and into 

more interesting topics like necessary gear, the WarmShowers network and World Literacy Canada. We all 

shared a “global village” moment when it turned out one of the women knew of WLC! She had lived in 

Toronto for 20 years, and recognized the organization immediately. Needless to say I left them with a WLC 

card and the blog URL so that they could read more of my happenings on the road to Turkey and maybe get 

inspired to plan a similar trip! Like so many of the people I have met on the road thus far, I feel like my 

endeavour inspires them to rethink their concepts of what is “doable” or “reasonable” where bike touring is 

concerned. Turns out if a young foreigner can do it alone, then maybe they can do it too! I love seeing 

people come to these types of conclusions and it is a pleasure to share travel and gear tips with them.

So, after this jolly meeting I finally got going… sort of. I’ll admit the first few hours of riding were awkward 

today – partially because I kept having to navigate through closely placed villages and also because my 

knees kept bothering me. So between stopping to stretch or ask for directions I didn’t really get riding until 

30km or so into the day.

All was going well until navigation became more difficult than usual as I approached signs indicating 

direction-to-village-x … And for the life of me I couldn’t find this village “x” on my map! Thank goodness for 

speaking the local language as I bothered some people out of their Sunday reveree and got redirected to 

where I needed to be heading: south-east of Aix-en-provence.
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Biking continued and so did the knee pain, since I didn’t have much hope of finding an open pharmacy on a 

Sunday (I’d like to chat with them to see what solutions they might have to repetitive muscle/joint strain 

such as this), I figured my best bet would be to find a place to sleep for the night, and poke my nose into 

pharmacies in the morning.

So…after learning of a nearby campground I biked the few km to it, and cheerfully entered looking forward 

to a hot shower and some rest.

I found the office deserted, reminding me it was Sunday evening, and a lot of young people just hanging 

about and looking suspicious, as teenagers often look when bored and in groups together. That, and lack of 

personnel were my first bad signs, but I ventured on in anyways to have a look.

I found the “camping la Malle” to be in a sorry state, as different from last night’s clean and organized spot 

as night and day. This one looked more like a trailer park, a bit dirty and disorganized and it was packed with 

people, a lot of them from Portugal. One of the guys I found miraculously spoke Spanish and told me that 

he and his buddies lived there, while working somewhere nearby… Strange! The whole set up was not 

quite right, so I continued on the road in search of other options.

I came upon a lady walkng her dog who told me to try the maçon up the street, he has a big property and 

will let you set up your tent there, she assured me.  So in fact here I am typing this story for you, cosy in my 

tent and enjoying the serenity of this spot. I’m not more than a kilometer away from the Portuguese 

campsite, and from the potential of a hot shower… Yet I feel safer and better here, and I figure it’s high time 

I skip a shower at some point! I’ve been living the life of luxury so far with daily cleaning, so no harm in 

staying stinky for one night.

Goodnight all! I continue my trek east tomorrow, perhaps I’ll even plan my route now and thus save time in 

the morning pack-up!

Cheers,

Kasia – your knee-sore cyclist
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Day 14 - from la Malle to Trets

May 28th 2012

Today was a classic case of “it only looks like 30km in a straight line from A to B!”

… and as a cyclist looking for the 

back roads you end up doing 60km!

Needless to say, in my quest in 

finding the quiet roads I ended up 

much further north than necessary, 

coming back down south at the end 

of the day and thus finishing my “arc”. 

I took a scenic route which was very 

steep and very pretty. It was painfully 

beautiful, you could say!

Here a few landscapes for you, please appreaciate that my legs got me to that picture-taking height!

It was also quite an emotional day, perhaps climbing mountains does that to me, as I wondered if this 

fundraiser will ever succeed or if I have enough strength in me to get all the way to Turkey! I’m seeing now 

that a google maps straight-line itinerary meant for cars may show only 500km from Barcelona to Marseille, 

however i am nearing the 900km mark on my odometer! Looks like getting to Istanbul will not only take 

longer than I thought but it will also involve a far greater distance cycled. It’s OK though, I knew going into 

this that there would be plenty to learn en route, and as long as we all stick this through, then that’s half the 

battle won anyways!

Today I rest me weary body at a supposedly higher-end campground, either way the only one within miles. 

It’s campground “le devançon” in a village 4km from Trets. So far the only high-end element is the price I 

payed (15€ when it’s usually not more than 10€), whereas I slept on a bed of rocks, have not seen a square 

inch of toilet paper, anywhere, and am struggling to connect to Internet.

Perhaps star ratings for campgrounds imply star-gazing potential and not facility quality?
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No harm done, atleast it is peaceful here, and I pack up my things and continue east today… heading more 

or less to Draguignan.

Kasia – your ever-optimistic cyclist
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Day 15 - from Trets to le thoronet near Lorgues (70km)

May 29th 2012

What an amazing biking day!

Since I work with car road maps I don’t have too much indication of steepness of terrain, asides from little 

arrows pointing one direction or another indicating a big change in elevation. But those sneaky, barely-

there slopes that tire you out quicker than one good bout of real mountain remain hidden and an element 

of surprise each day.
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Today was one of those rides that I wouldn’t want to do coming back the opposite way! I had the advantage 

coming from the west, just a slight slope down, no bothersome wind – I wondered more than once if my 

bike had grown wings! Glancing down at the speedometer ticking silently past 30km/h to 35km/h and 

more… flying at 50km/h if i had a straight road with good pavement! Even after the terrain levels out you 

keep pedalling for your life, unwilling to give up the speed!

Ofcourse, it wasn’t all smooth sailing as the forest and hilly terrain of Provence is forever up and down. What 

got me through the “up” today was my iPod in fact… on a whim I decided to listen to some Mantras and 

spiritual music… and wow did it ever help! The slow, calm repetitiveness of the chanting brought me into a 

space of mind in which anything was possible, within the great living, breathing organism of this world. It’s 

often those “big picture” moments bring perspective to any problem we may be facing, whether more or 

less serious than a very steep mountain to bike up, and gives you strength to continue when you thought 

you had none.

Today’s special artist for me was “Sudha” singing songs from Hawaii and from other native american 

traditions. It’s perhaps not what you would think a cyclist would want to listen to, but then again on an 

exceptional biking day such as today, it brought me fully into a space of peace, gratitude and profound joy. I 

even had a few minutes of that rare and beautiful occurance of light-rain-while-sun-is-still-shining while 

flying down an empty road through an old forest. It was the kind of 3 minutes of pure bliss that can make a 

lot of struggle feel like it’s worth it.

Long live the bicycle! And long live our abilities to write and read about it, let’s not forget what the Ride to 

Read is here to do – raise some much-needed funds for WLC so that they can continue their valuable literacy 

work around the world!

Best wishes to all,

P.s. Photo of gorgeous medieval bridge near le Thoronet

Kasia – your in-love-with-biking cyclist 
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Day 16 - le Thoronet to Fayance

May 30th 2012

A pretty steep day today.

…but then again the real steepness, the Alps in all their glory, await, so I look at today as training 

opportunity :)

The day was packed with new encounters. After a chance meeting with a French gentleman who 

immediately took interest in the Ride to Read (he himself having worked in the non-profit sector in Paris for 

many years), I took leave of my new friend and headed into Lorgues to get my days groceries.
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Then, in Draguignan, I came upon an art shop, right across the street from a very noisy fairground (looked 

like the Calgary Stampede grounds in miniature), and found these 2 beautiful and old photographs (below). 

Buying them I wondered if I could collect similar Ride to Read images (reading, bicycles, women, children 

etc) and create a collage at the end of the trip! I’m a dedicated collage-maker, so I think that is what I’ll do: 

continue gathering images, from any and all sources, and see what I have to work with once I get to 

Istanbul!

The art shop owner, in his 50s 

with a relaxed and open manner, 

one of those people that is so 

down to earth that they make 

you feel like you’ve known them 

for years, told me that he didn’t 

know of any cafes in town that 

offered WIFI with their espresso. 

But he had a wireless internet 

connection in his shop, and I was 

welcome to stay and use it!

An hour later I was still there, in 

the state of complete 

concentration, as I focused on catching up with emails, blogging, twitter posts etc. You know, I love doing all 

these things, but wow are they ever time consuming!

We chatted a bit, the art shop owner an avid mountain biker himself, told me of a female friend of his who 

cycled from France to China.

Oh yeah, and the other day someone I met at a campground told me of their friend’s brother who at the ripe 

age of 70 years biked alone from France to Turkey!

…It feels like they are all trying to out-do me!  lol (just kidding)
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In any case, the session of internet catch-up complete I turned to what I knew would be the most direct, and 

also the toughest, route to Grasse – the old highway from Draguignan, now less frequented by vehicles but 

as steep as ever, as it winds its way around the forests of the haut-Var. As one lady put it “ça s’appelle pas le 

haut-Var pour rien!” No, indeed, it’s called the high-Var because it’s higher up!

Between encountering, and deciding against, a deserted and messy campground and the ensuing evening 

thunderstorm, I stay tonight in a private and fully-furnished apartment, of which I haggled down the price to 

a reasonable 25€. Still, it’s much more than I usually pay for for accomodation, but since the next few nights 

are lined up with free hosts, either through personal connections or through Couchsurfing, I figure the cost 

will spread out reasonably. Besides, after several days of continuous camping I am overjoyed to sleep in a 

bed, cook on a real stove and sit on an actual couch!!! As always, it’s the little things that make it all special.

Wishing you a blessed day,

Kasia – your returned-to-civilization cyclist
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Day 17 - le Thoronet to Vance (65km) - night at la Graine et 
Ficelle

May 31st 2012

Today’s entry is not really about cycling, but more about people and places.

Phew!! A steep day, yet again. Going through Grasse was all up-hill too, but the thought of the following two 

days of little to no biking reassured me that it was OK if my legs were shaking, there was rest time in sight!

I arrived at my host’s place later than hoped for, navigating the last bit from Vence without a map. Finally, 

the lady at the convenience store pointed me in the right direction: “C’est la Graine et Ficelle que vous 
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cherchez? Mais oui, je sais où c’est!” , evidently the friend of a friend who I would be staying with for the 

night was well known in the area!

And for good reason. Arriving at the property, I immediately saw a big shed with bikes (a good sign), until 

my eyes wandered a bit further to a… quaint greenhouse, a pretty patio with cafe-type chairs and mini-

tables and on to the front door of the main house where a big retriever lay, blinking at me sleepily.

Birds were singing from trees all around, faint sounds from all corners were proof of working people, 

finishing the days tasks with the calm and efficiency unique to farms. My first feeling was of safety and 

comfort, I knew that I would rest well here.

I introduced myself to someone, as “the cyclist”, a friend of a friends of Isabella, the owner. One of the girls 

smirked at my introduction – obviously, sweaty, tanned and shorts-and-helmet adorning me couldn’t be 

anything but a cyclist! They had not heard of my expected arrival however, they suggested I look for “Iza” 

below, pointing to somewhere down the hill.

Down the hill I went, noticing that my legs were not enjoying walking on the incline :). I ignored the 

discomfort, and took in the sights around me instead…

If it is, by some miracle, possible to live out in the country while being “in the city”, in short, if it is possible 

to “have your cake and eat it too”, then la Graine et Ficelle has achieved it. Coming as I had from Grasse (big 

town) to Vence (medium-sized village) to Saint-Jeanet (small village), up in the hills of the Alpes-Maritimes 

not 20km away from the commercial coast of Cannes and Nice… I found myself in the midst of urban life yet 

most evidently on a farm! The beautiful modern-country-style house perched on top of the hill, from its wide 

windows the forested hills and wide sky always present, the bits of far-away villages nestled in the hills a 

feable reminder that people were, in fact, nearby. Below there were Iza’s vegetable gardens, numerous 

animal pens, overgrown paths and abundant flowers and grasses everywhere. I couldn’t believe such a 

place existed !

I found the owner, near one of her guest houses, a happy and approachable character giving the impression 

of one fulfilled in life.. She was surprised to hear that I would only be staying one night, in that case I would 

take her daughter’s room in the main house instead of the hut she had been preparing for me. I made a 

mental note to make a hut-reservation for after the ride, I could already tell this would be a place to re-visit!
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After a shower and a session of cat-love with the resident 5 week-old kittens, we had a snack and tea with Iza 

exchanging different ideas on Permaculture, European-funded exchange programs and the difficulty of 

maintaining an organic farm in a consumerist-minded area. But bed time snuck up on us all too soon, and it 

was rest time…

Let the pictures speak for themselves, and 

may you, dear reader, seriously consider 

visiting this beautiful corner of France, if 

you find yourself in the area.

And if you’re wondering, “Graine et Ficelle” 

means “Seed and String” 

You can find more info at http://

www.graine-ficelle.com/

With best wishes,

Kasia – your world-discovering cyclist

P.s.

Photo details

- welcoming plaque

- directions

- main house 1 – the entrance

- main house 2 – the kitchen

- main house 3 – the dining area

- resident farm animals

- at the farm
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Day 18 - from “Graine et Ficelle” to Nice (25km)

June 01 2012

Another packed day of people, laughter and awesome encounters!

Started off the day by looking at the map, I had to get to the train station in Nice to meet my friend Kasia 

arriving from Dijon in the afternoon. I learned then that we were in fact very close to the coastal metropolis, 

maybe 20 or 25km away… and the ride to the Mediteranean would be all downhill! If my biking spirit had 

forgotten what easy and leisurely biking was like, it would remember it today.
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We whiled away the morning chatting, working and 

munching on delicious snacks with Iza and her friend 

Pierre. The two of them, proudly in their 50s, were 

loving my biking project and eager to hear more 

about it, regardless of any nostalgia it might bring up 

for them. Pierre in particular, with shining eyes, told 

me of his biking, touring and travelling adventures 

from way back when, some of which also took place 

in Canada during a dog-sledding expedition he 

undertook in Quebec. He was amazed at all of the 

networks available to travellers and bicycle tourists 

these days, he loved hearing about the WWOOF, 

Couchsurfing and WarmShowers networks. By the 

end of it, I could tell he had been bitten by the bicycle 

bug like so many of those I meet – he wanted to get 

back out on the road too!

“But, Katya (as he liked to call me by the Russian version of my name), what will my wife say when she hears 

that I am sleeping on stranger’s sofas?”.

Ah, well…

I had planned to leave at noon, knowing that in good company noon would morph into 14:00, and indeed I 

didn’t get going to Nice until past that time. The hour long trip from Iza’s was effortless, as I flew down the 

mountains I had biked so hard to get up, reaching the coast in no time and continuing east along the bicycle 

paths until I reached Nice.

I rolled into the train station and found Kasia there, rested from her train ride, with panniers, sleeping bag 

and all the necessities for surviving her 2 weeks with me on the road. Kasia and I are good friends, back 

from our days at the University of Calgary, with more things in common than just a first name. We are both 

Polish-Canadian (although she grew up in Saskatchewan and I in Alberta), we speak the same languages, 

and share many interests including healthy eating and biking. I am happy to spend time with her and 

discover a different biking dynamic than the solo-travelling I have been doing thus far!
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So, having successfully found eachother in the touristy and overcrowded mess of downtown Nice we headed 

over to our Couchsurfing host for the next 2 nights – his name was Alex and he lived in a clean and quiet flat 

with his 5 year-old son Sandro. We immediately settled in and felt right at home, helped I’m sure by our 

host’s attending to our every need and desire – he even gave up his bed so that we could rest more 

comfortably!

In the evening, we spent a short while visiting vieux-

Nice (the historical area), with a quick visit to the 

beach at night too.

A few more photos for you,

- Pierre helping me tweek some bits on the bike

- Iza and Pierre
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Day 20 - It’s my birthday!!

June 3rd 2012

For real! Today, I turned 24 !

While France celebrated Mother’s day on this 3rd of June, I celebrated my birthday by cycling through 3 

international borders.

Sometimes us big-picture people can forget about the details, kind of how I forgot that we would be cycling 

not only through France and into Italy today, but that we would be crossing the tiny country of Monaco too!
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It was a blazing 30 degree day, one of those scorchers 

that requires continuous sunscreen applications and 

liters of water just to stay conscious. And even when 

you take all the necessary precautions, here we are, 

Kasia K. and I (Kasia S.) nursing a few minor burns 

and sunstroke as we cook our dinner at tonight’s 

campground.

The riding was good, even if we had the impression 

of being continuously in the city. The part of the coast 

that we cycled today is one huge metropolis spilling 

out unto the Med. Cannes melts into Nice morphs 

into Monaco and Monte Carlo, with villages 

inbetween and never a moment of silence or respite 

from the traffic and hustle and bustle.

A beautiful coast line nonetheless which we took 

advantage of to snap a few shots!

Kasia K. is adjusting well to bicycle travel (she is a newbie to bike travel too, even if a passionate recreational 

cyclist), as I knew she would, athlete and outdoorsy type that she is :). We are enjoying spending time 

together and the beautiful places we are going through. At times difficult moments can catch up with you 

wherever you are, as Kasia K. learned just a few hours ago that her Aunt passed away last night. She had 

been struggling with cancer for years and her health had been steadily worsening, nevertheless her passing 

comes as a shock to all.

Tonight, what we need most of all from you is a prayer and/or thought for Kasia K.’s aunt, and a good vibe 

sent my way as I step into “24″ with as much, if not more, gusto as before!

Best wishes from la bella Italia,

Kasia – your Gemini-cyclist
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Day 21 - “gli pazzi ciclisti!” aka biking along the Italian coast 
(direction Genoa) - 65km today

June 4th 2012

Well you’ve already met Kasia K.

...my friend who has joined me for 2 weeks of the Ride to Read… Now meet Pepe, Sergio and Edgar! 

Because today we are a 5-strong bicycle travelling circus heading along the Italian coast, direction Genoa.

We met these three chicos (photo 1 and 2) from Cataluña (Spain) at last night’s campground, turns out they 

are going to China by bicycle and via Istanbul as well! Our routes may differ in how we mean to get to 
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Turkey, but for today and tomorrow we are sharing the 

road and eachothers company as we wind our way 

along this last bit of northern coast of Italia. Then, for 

those eastern-bound, you’ve got to choose passing 

above or below the approximate Palermo area, and 

within a 100m radius, as already 3 earthquakes have 

affected this area within the last few weeks. Hence, we 

(the Ride to Read) are heading inland up from Savona 

and continuing north of this earthquake zone.

How refreshing to have some company on the road, 

and reassuring to know that my temporary bouts of 

solitude are just that: temporary. The guys are fun, 

there are lots of jokes and laughter and a comfortable 

vibe all around. Today we had a summer thunder and 

rain storm that started around 14:00. We found a dry spot under a bridge to wait it out (where we were 

joined by other cyclists and motorcyclists), and everyone made use of this unexpected downtime 

accordingly: Kasia K. studied some Italian, I got to learning some of the cirilic alphabet and phrases in 

Bulgarian, the guys filled out journals, read and made tea for everyone. At around 15:30 it was all rained 

out, and we packed up and continued on our way! That was our day: riding, conversation and enjoyment, 

taking advantage of every moment as it comes regardless of any previous plans.

Am thouroughly enjoying hearing Italian again (it has been too long!) even if my attempts at Italian end up, 

more often than not, coming out in Spanish. But that’s OK, the point is communication which is being 

accomplished regardless of the task at hand. For example, while buying more gas for camping cooking 

today we clearly understood, in Italian, that we need to keep our receipt with us in case the police wants to 

see it. Now why the police will be disrupting my pasta-cooking in a campground, or elsewhere, and 

demanding proofs of payment for my cooking supplies , I have no idea! All you can really do is shrug your 

shoulders and agree with the sales guy: “Benvenuti in Italia!”

Grazie mille!

… e buenanotte  – take care !!
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Day 22 - “wild pig on a bike” - from the coast inland to 
Ferrania (80km)

June 5th 2012

In summary, one of the most beautiful and grueling days up to date!

Slept like a log at my first ever “wild camping” site! Last night, the guys spotted our personal campground 

from the mainroad, a sign with “proprieta privata” and an obviously abandoned flat space of rocks and 

grasses. We pounced on the opportunity, and the site proved one of the most beautiful and well equipped 

spots ever. While Kasia K. , Edgar and I went for a quick dip in the Med (in lieu of shower that evening), our 

chefs and campsite guard, Pepe and Sergio, prepared dinner. We returned to some delicious soup and “pan 
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con tomate”, a Catalan classic, served on a real table while sitting on chairs. I tell yea – that improvised 

campsite (main photo) had it all!

We headed out in the morning continuing along the up and down coast – direction: Genoa. Around 13:00, 

in scorching 32 degree weather we stopped for lunch and another swim in the refreshing sea. We said our 

goodbyes with the Catalan guys, a little sad to part ways but with hopes to meet up later on the road and/or 

later in general, and headed inland to Ferrania – home to our WarmShowers host for the evening. The guys 

had plans to continue along the coast to Genoa and then to cut across north to Croatia. For more info on 

their adventure you can check out http://www.pangeats.com

As we rolled inland I looked at Filippo’s, our host’s, directions for getting to his place. As we passed one 

village and then another I wondered when we would meet the 400m climb that he had warned us about in 

his email, since up to then the road had been fairly easy. Upon turning into a narrow, and beautiful, road 

tucked into a valley between mountains, I understood the challenge at hand. It wasn’t the continuous 

steady climbs I had been used to in France, with steadily burning legs that you can learn to ignore as you 

mentally set-in for a 5 kilometer long hill…no, this was a climb of a whole other caliber – the very steep, at 

times downhill and then mad steep once again, type of hill. Mentally, it’s exhausting since you have no idea 

when it’s going to end and physically, you learn to change gears with lightening-speed efficiency.

We did the best we could. A few times we pedalled, legs flying, chain straining and wheels advancing inch 

by painful inch. Sometimes we pushed our bikes up. Always we double-checked we were going the right 

direction by asking a passerby.

…Because the only thing worse than struggling up hills is struggling up them when you are going the 

wrong way.

Actually we successfully navigated the whole way, right up to Filippo’s village where his instructions ended 

and we were advised to ask a local for the location of his cascina. This is where our troubles began. It wasn’t 

the Italian that got us (I’m reserving language barriers for when they get really big, like in Hungary, for ex), 

but the locals mistaking Filippo for his father and directing us to the wrong house (same last name, you 

see). 2 hours later we had gone up many unnecessary hills, my chrono was showing 80km and my legs were 

crying for mercy – all sure signs that it was time to stop riding for the day – and we were still lost and calling 

back and forth with our host who was was driving around the village frantically trying to find us.
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We, thank goodness, did finally find each other, and were soon home safe and sound and tucked into a 

delicious dinner of home made bread, goat cheese and zucchini-mushroom-pasta dish. But not before 

Filippo informed us that we were his first pair of girl travelers (he had had solo female cyclists and couples 

but never two girls) and that we were also the first ones incapable of finding his house on our own.

My navigator’s ego a little bruised, I comforted myself with the fact that it did, after all, take me 22 days to 

lose my way! …which, for a first time bicycle traveller, is not too shabby.

We spent a really enjoyable evening with Filippo and Tommy, of the kind of comfort and easy-going nature 

generally reserved to good friends who have known eachother for many moons. We learned of his passion, 

and obvious talent for photography (already a few shots sold to National Geographic!), his young wife, now 

pregnant with their first bambino, and of course his passion for cycling. He works with an organization that 

promotes mountain biking in the area, logo of which is the funny wild pig on a bicycle.

…and the wine and carbs kicked in and we were arrivaderci for the day…

Kasia – your very-sleepy-cyclist
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Day 23 : recovery = sleep

June 6th 2012

…atleast this is my conclusion after waking up at noon today!

Yes, after a fantastic evening spent with Filippo and friend Tommy, Kasia K. and I headed to bed around 

midnight, sighing with delight at the sheer pleasure of sleeping in a warm bed. I was tired, simple physical 

exhaustion, my legs rejoicing in nightime non-use, Kasia K. however was going through inflammation, 

minor fever, congestion and the like, essentially experiencing the same symptoms that I went through in 

the first week of the ride. It looks like the body needs a certain time to adjust to constant cardiovascular 
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activity and the repetitive muscle and joint strains 

involved in cycling; it needs to settle into the new rhythm 

of life associated with bicycle travel.

So today, waking up to a day already half gone due to 

sleep and with an appetite reminding you that you 

haven’t eaten in 14 hours… led us to the conclusion that 

the day would be a rest and catch-up-with-other-stuff day.

We did some laundry (photo 1) and since the gas stove 

was without gas we took the time building up the fire in 

the gorgeous old-fashioned wood-burning stove (photo 

2), to enjoy our hot morning (ahem, I mean 15:00) coffee.

Also, because this beautiful 800 year-old house in the 

middle of a divine park deserves it, a few photos of the 

property too (3 & 4)

Then, deciding against taking the bicycles, we walked to town to get groceries, meeting locals along the way 

who pointed us in the right direction (“what are these two bella ragazze doing in Ferrania?”, they teased) 

and just in case you didn’t realize that you found yourself in Italy, photo 5 shows you the impressive 

selection of pasta’s, lasagnas, noodles, spaghettis etc. found here at even the smallest of convenience 

shops!

Armed with food for the next 2 days or so, we headed to the outskirts of 

town in a planned attempt to take advantage of wifi at Filippo’s parents’ 

house. He had told us that “in that big field with horses you will see big 

house – this is my parents’ house – there you have their wifi, and there 

is no pass code for it!”. It sounded too good to be true, and in a way it 

was since upon arriving at the horse field we couldn’t quite figure out 

which “big house” was the one with the promised connection to the 

outside world. Was it the two-storey run-down building in the next 

field? Or the fancy bungalow across the street? Were all my unread 
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emails just a connection away in the little casa hidden behind high shrubbery? Deciding that it was best not 

to jump fences and hang around stranger’s porches looking suspicious we headed back home hoping to 

stop by a wifi-endowed cafe in the morning, as we take to the road again tomorrow.

So, in general, a quiet day, although with a surprising amount of unexpected guests stopping by the 

cascina. Since its location in the regional park puts it in the path of several nature trails, hikers and locals 

come by, to stop and chat and get a drink from the fountain. Unknown to them Kasia K. and I would hear 

their voices below and come out unto the balcony to watch them, in silence. It’s fun to see their eyes gaze up 

and then their whole body jump a little at the realization that there is someone, not 2 meters up, looking at 

them! Ofcourse we would all just laugh about it and then attempt a few more jokes in our now signature 

hybrid tongue of inglo-span-italian.

By the end of the day I was marvelling at the irony of receiving and personally meeting more people while 

at home in the middle of a park with no other houses around you, then you would living in the urban heart 

of a big city! I guess living in nature is a natural people magnet.

Kasia – your rested cyclist, ready to continue the adventure through north-east Italy!
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Day 24 - “Rain, clouds and showers” (Ferrania to Acqui 
Terme, 60km)

June 7th 2012

We started out in the rain today, gearing up with wind and waterproof gear for the first leg of our 

journey.

By 13:00 we took a break on the side of the road realizing that the rain had stopped and clouds and hunger 

had rolled in. We had lunch, composed of canned fish and vegg sandwiches with fruit and espresso for 

desert… and continued: direction Acqui Terme.
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The riding from then on was good, it was great to have several long stretches of good asphalt, quiet roads 

and a slight downward slope – all this equates to fast and enjoyable riding. We didn’t even end up missing 

the sun that much, realizing that the constant cover gave a break to our skin and bodies from the scorching 

blaze; the clouds were a blessing in disguise.

Rolling into Acqui Terme, I chatted about wifi spots with a local while enjoying peach-chocolate gelato. He 

directed us to a big plaza where we found free, public and good internet, and so I set in to play the infamous 

internet-catch-up game for 2 hours while Kasia K. also got some work done, snacked and got all too relaxed 

and comfortable. So much so that she remembered that we had been already 4 nights without a proper 

shower, sweating profusely all the while, and that in fact she insisted that we find accommodation, quick, 

now, immediately, and wash up. It was high time we look and smell a bit more civilized, she reminded me!

A quick chat at the tourism office and we headed over to a cheap, but hot-water equipped, hostel on the 

other end of town. There we found our room not quite ready, and so were served an apologetic glass of rosé 

by the owner while waiting in the terrass. Without thinking, I did something I’ve never done before, namely 

I drank this wine, on an empty stomach and right after hours of riding. Of course it shot right to my head 

(I’ve never held my alcohol very well, much less in tired or hungry circumstances) resulting in a sudden 

burst of fatigue (I nearly fell asleep standing while a curious passer-by questioned me on the Ride to Read) 

followed by a burst of extreme laughter and giddiness. For some reason I thought it was hilarious that upon 

finally moving into our room we still didn’t have the special key to the only shower in the hostel. Wasn’t 

showering the reason we were there in the first place?  My linguistic skills heightened by the rosé, I 

miraculously executed an entire conversation in Italian with the 80 year-old, fiercely energetic cleaning/

cooking lady who rushed us into dinner and served us pasta, beef and peas, cake and coffee. Inhaling the 

food in hungry gulps I realized there were three elements in my diet that were overabundant since my 

arrival in Italia: coffee, pasta and wine.

I vowed to give them all up immediately (it’s quite hard on the liver and digestion, you see), all the while 

looking forward immensely to tomorrow’s promise of cappuccino, spaghetti and vino rosso.

But in all seriousness, one thing I wont be repeating is the wine immediately post-ride. They say that a nice 

beer after a workout relaxes you…in my case a glass of wine after 60km knocks me out!

I simply must be careful and learn to refuse untimely free glasses of rosé in the future.

Kasia – your responsibly-drinking-and-freshly-showered cyclist
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Day 25 - “and then there was one”

June 8th 2012

Today I transition back to the solo life on the road.

Kasia K. was going to spend a few more days on the road with me, but her physical state was going from so-

so to bad…quick. She decided that being careful was wiser than pushing herself to limits she could achieve 

if she wanted to, but would later have to pay the price in recovery time. Since a new job awaits her in about 

one week’s time, it was simply smarter to part ways today.
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Interestingly enough, Kasia K. is going through a lot of the same processes my body went through in the 

first week to 2 weeks of the ride. Inflammation, mild fever, congestion, cough, knee pain and other signs of 

a body adjusting to constant physical exertion. Whereas I am in this for the long haul and had to overcome 

those difficulties to become the fierce biking machine I am right now, Kasia K. simply didn’t have the time to 

get past that first stage!

That being said she impressed me immensely with her athleticism overall and easy-going and fun loving 

nature. Considering she was in a minor car-bike accident one week before joining me on the Ride to Read – I 

consider her presence and efforts stupendous!

Parting ways, I didn’t have far too cycle out of Acqui Terme before I started looking for a good spot to free 

camp for the night. I needed to get back into the headspace of travelling and being alone, a transition which 

is not always easy to make. In fact I was getting so aggravated by the loud traffic and constant rush of the 

road that the moment I got out of the city I pulled into a dirt trail and found a deserted clump of trees to 

camp in. Even if I had only gone 10km, I was done for the day!

Snapped a photo of my “camouflaged” bike, parked right near where I set up my tent. A little game of 

“where’s Waldo” except that in this case it’s “where’s Juan”!

Kasia – your ever-adapting cyclist
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Day 26 - “Scarves are key biking gear” - 107km!! (from 
Acqui Terme to Castel San Giovanni)

June 9th 2012

Yes, you read it correctly, today was a personal best in as far as distance cycled in 1 day – I finally 

broke the 3 digit barrier cycling a total of 107km today 

…and really beyond that there isnt too much to report!

I woke up very early, around 6:15, since wild camping alone for the first time made me jumpy and the least 

little cricket woke me up. I’m not sure what I was afraid of – that some big burly Italian would show up with a 
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rifle and yell at me to get off his land? whatever pictures my Texan attitude were painting the reality was that 

I chose my spot perfectly and enjoyed the company of squirrels and ants and didn’t need to interact with 

another human being all evening and night, choosing to watch the cars and trains on the highway not 

200m away zoom by in silence instead.

So getting an early start (I was out riding by 8:30) was key to my +100km day. That and the endless 

stretches of straight, flat highway! The perfect conditions for a bit of music, a full water-bottle always at 

hand, and good peddling rhythm. The distance flew by.

So, instead of continuing to rant and rave about my 

cycling successes, I’d rather share some useful tips with 

you instead!

Ladies, this one is for you.

As a minimalist on a budget almost every piece of gear 

that I am travelling with fulfills 2 or 3 or more functions. 

My thick wind-breaker, for ex, acts as a jacket 

(obviously) in rainy and/or windy conditions as well as, 

wrapped up in a bundle, as my camping pillow. My 1 

bar of soap is body wash, laundry detergent and dish-

washing liquid in one… and so on.

Today, I am here to tell you, and women especially, 

about the marvels of the scarf.

The scarf in question, or shawl, depending on what you call it, is thin, pretty, about a meter or more long 

and 50cm wide. It absorbs sweat readily and washes and dries quickly.

Mainly I use these scarves in 3 ways:

1. As a head scarf while riding (especially in hot weather): as I’m sure you’ve noticed, I’m almost never 

without my head scarf. Although some wear them for religious purposes I use them because they are 

practical. They save me time in trying to brush, comb, wash or style my hair in the morning (which is 
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fighting a losing battle since helmet hair is unavoidable), they absorb sweat to make cycling more 

comfortable and they protect the neck from sun exposure.

2. As a regular scarf: whether on a colder or windier day or if coming down with a bit of a cold and cycling 

with a sore throat – the scarf dimension of the scarf cannot be underestimated

3. As eye-cover at night: this is a technique picked up on this trip, since I never expected campgrounds and 

wild-camping spots to be so lit up at night! Truth is, that light at night is a bother, whereas loosly tying 

the scarf around your eyes and enjoying perfect darkness is easy and quick!

So here they are, the 3 main uses of the basic scarf/shawl, a lightweight, feminin touch to any female 

cyclist’s gear.
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Day 27 - Pacienza to Sospiro (85km)

June 10th 2012

An unpredictable day, yet again.

The morning ride to Pacienza went quick, a flat 20km, a stop by the grocery store, and I headed to the heart 

of the historic center for a not very coordinated meet up with the Catalan guys. We had figured out the 

previous night that we were all near Piacenza, meaning that we could take advantage of a few more days of 

shared road before the inevitable Slovenia/Croatia split up takes place and I take to riding solo again.
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On the way, already entering the gothic quarter, I cycled past a curious object closely observed by a priest, 

photographer and an excited elderly gentleman. I did a double-take and turned to take a photo, I had just 

gone past a rain-bike, a squat-scooter like looking red contraption that was in fact a type of covered partially-

electric bicycle. I couldn’t let such an innovative biking opportunity pass me up!

Evidently, the photographer and excited gentleman (who I would learn was the engineer of the rain bike) 

weren’t about to let their opportunity pass them up either! The photographer, who was in fact a doctor with 

an intense passion for photography, started feverishly snapping shots of me, the bicycle, the engineer and 

anything else bello in sight! Those two charmers, their friend and I spent quite a bit of time together 

discussing the Ride to Read, the design and making of the rain bike and my supposed resemblance to 

Italian celebrity Manuela Arcuri…and on to another photo session!

The Italians were very sweet about it and the rain bike such a neat project; I did have to make a dash for it at 

some point though if I had any hope of meeting the Catalan guys! I headed to the main piaza where I 

imagined they might be…

A capuccino later and I got back on the road. There was no point to hang around waiting all day, obviously 

the guys were elsewhere! The next town, some 30 flat kilometers later, I meandered in, in all the way to the 

city center and BAM there was a cyclist speeding right towards me! I only had a milisecond to read the 

“pangeats” on his front pannier and there was Edgar greeting me with gusto. Sergio and Pepe were right 

behind him, and me wondering at the irony of trying to coordinate a meeting via SMS when a chance 

encounter was all it needed!

We continued on our way, heading east and a bit 

south. Tonight we sleep in an empty garage lent to 

us by the owner. With passing grey clouds a 

frequent occuramce in this part of Italy, a passing 

traveller need only point to the sky and imitate rain 

drops to get a bit of sympathy from the locals 

Kasia – your back-to-team-riding cyclist
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Day 28 - Sospiro to Mantova (75km)

June 11th 2012

Riding with the guys is simply put: enjoyable.

 We cycle with the similar efficiency, objectives and mentality 

which makes spending time together and organizing our life 

together on the road easy. How can I not get along with 

cyclists that pre-make lunch for themselves every day, and do 

so for me as well (in Pepe’s words “when you cook for 3 you 

can cook for 4 no problem!”) and are happy with a bit of 

coffee, chocolate and an evening massage in return!

Today was an enjoyable day of riding, with several breaks 

inbetween for coffee and bike reperations (Hannah, Sergio’s 

bike, has been acting up a bit). We cycled slowly through 

beautiful Mantova, enjoying the gorgeous lake and bike paths 

right in the heart of town.

We continued a bit more north on what is a part of the EuroVelo network – we had caught a 40km section 

from Mantova to Lago di Garda. Overjoyed at the momentary respite from cars, trucks and roadkill, we 

cycled along ignoring the falling sun. It was quite late when we started looking for a spot to camp, and a few 

refusals and false leads later and it was 9pm and we were cycling in the dusk. Finally, coming upon a big 

country home across from a cow field, we found a willing owner who let us set up our tents next to the 

house.

Unpacking my stuff and setting up my tent, I had no other thoughts in my head except to eat a little and go 

to sleep when…

I received an SMS. I read it realizing that it was a message from a friend of a friend of my parents (long live 

the international Polish network!) whom I had attempted to contact since she lived with her husband also 

near Mantova. I didn’t know where though, were they in a different village further away? No – in fact the 

contact in question, excited and flustered Ms. Ela, was only a few houses away and coming quick to sweap 

me away to a warm bath, dinner and a real bed! Feeling a little bit guilty at abandoning the guys for what 
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would be a rainy night, I eagerly hopped in the 

car. I’m sure there is some type of camping or 

bicycle travelling law that states washing is 

always to be taken advantage of, not only for 

personal benefit but for the well-being of the 

group and society at large… Besides, I was 

curious to meet this lady and hear what she had 

to say!

And speak we did. “Pani Ela” as I addressed her, 

was firstly flustered with the rapidity in which 

everything was happening. So much so that we 

stopped for a 10pm espresso at her favourite bar, 

a moment to attempt to understand what this 

young girl, daughter of an acquaintance of her 

best friend from childhood, was doing. Biking 

through Europe? Alone? Why? and did it hurt? 

Was I afraid? And more importantly – did I have a 

stable job, an apartment and a somewhat coherant life?

Nope! I don’t have those things right now, but quickly I saw the flame of interest and curiosity light up in 

Pani Ela’s eyes…she admited that she had encouraged her only daughter to travel abroad, she had dreamt 

of visiting her in exotic locations, and instead her prodigy had chosen a full-time job at Bosch, a house not 

30km away, a husband and a baby girl were also in the picture. If only her daughter had been more 

adventurous and curious of the world like me! …then, Pani Ela sighed, she would have been more than a 

constantly baby-sitting grandmother, a little bored and more than annoyed with the provincial, hot and 

stuffy part of Italy she inhabited.

It made me smile to no end- I had just met the polar opposite of my own mom!

We headed off to bed, for some reason very tired at 1am… 

Kasia – your finding-life-ironic cyclist
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Day 29 - Mantova to Villafranca (45km)

June 12th 2012

A good day for people, a poor day for cycling.

We enjoyed a morning coffee with Pani Ela, and headed out quite late, rejoining and then losing the 

EuroVelo trail leading to Lago di Garda.

In general, riding just a short section of the EuroVelo wide network of trans-European bike paths confirmed 

the rumours that it’s good…but not quite finished. There are sections of beautiful and well maintained bike 

paths which melt into less frequented roads. The way is not always well marked…
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In short, a great idea and a wonderful 

project, but evidently a work in 

progress.

So, after a short while riding we 

encountered rain and hunger, we 

waited out the storm by having an 

early lunch and playing Parcheesi 

under the protection of someone’s 

porch and the watchful gaze of their 

two, huge Newfoundland dogs…

We continued along the bike paths to 

stop at a beautiful little town 10km from Villafranca. There, between one and second doses of cheap and 

delicious gelato, talking with passers by intrigued by bicycle travel, a road cyclist stopped next to us to take 

in the view over the canal. We started chatting, his impecible English revealed that he had lived for a year in 

New York while volunteering for Craigie Hall. A perfect year’s leave for a middle-school violin and music 

teacher. He didn’t have to tell us twice when inviting us for dinner at his home in Villafranca, not to mention 

the presence of a piano in his home and a rare opportunity to play!

We spent a very Italian evening with Sergio and his friend Fabbio. We had pasta and wine, balls of cherry 

tomatoes and mozarella decorating the table; 

the talk was noisy and boisturous and cheerful. 

Between inspiring in people the desire to flee 

the daily grind and take to the road themselves, 

as bicycle travellers are likely to do, and cries of 

“basta il labore!” whether in Spanish, Italian or 

English… we all understood eachother perfectly.

Drifting off to blessed sleep, once again much 

too late than we should have…

Kasia – your loving-Italia cyclist
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Day 30 - “It’s hot as Hades” - Villafranca to Verona (50km)

June 13th 2012

We head to the famous, beautiful, renown for it’s glory…Verona!

It seems to be the Italian opposite of Milano, a city that everyone encourages you to skip, Verona is a “can’t 

miss” on the Italian itinerary.

So off we go, riding like hot slugs in a steam bath in the +35 degree weather. It’s like cycling through fire, 

with hot air swept up by faint breezes from the scalding asphalt. The Spaniards are dealing with it more or 

less well; due to my more nordic upbringing I find riding in this heat torturous and am considering adapting 

my sleep, eating and biking schedules to accommodate it. Once I’m riding alone again (probably starting 
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tomorrow) I’m going to experiment with sleeping less at night to begin riding around 6:00 or 7:00, and 

take afternoon naps, of 1 or 2 hours, to catch up on sleep in the most infernally hot hours of the day (at 

some point between 12:00 and 17:00). Either way, I need to come up with some kind of a solution since, 

most likely in the weeks to come, Slovenia, south Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria are going to be even 

hotter.

Not to mention the final days coming up to Istanbul. I’m envisioning it as one, big, hot oven. Roast turkey 

anyone?

Kasia – your riding-through-uncomfortably-hot-Europe cyclist

Photos

1 – with host Sergio in Villafranca

2 – last nights dinner at Sergios

3 – the amazing bicycle ! Here an Italian mom cycling with her due bambini 
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Day 31 - Verona to Sossano (65 km)

June 14th 2012

Camping in Verona city goes well, only we didn’t think both the garbage truck and street-

cleaning guys would wake us up at 6:30 with their big and loud machines.

We down extra big coffees in an attempt to make up for not enough sleep and head out of Verona. The 

bigger the city the more difficult it becomes to navigate out of it while staying on small roads – in our case 

we end up back-tracking to the grocery store when the only road we see to Vicenza is the A4 autostrada…

There we meet Mauricio, a local who speaks Spanish with us since he learned Portuguese while living for a 

while in Brazil… he invites us to his home for pasta (of course!), promising to show us the road going 
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through the smaller villages after lunch 

and siesta. Our bellies full, espresso’s 

tipped back and some cherries in hand, 

we head to his garden to find a spot to 

pass out on for 30 minutes or so. 

Deliciously comfortable wrapped in the 

only hammoc available, I tell myself 

that there isn’t much else I could be 

doing at this hour anyways…it’s 35 

degrees out, 40 if you account for the 

hot air whipped up from the asphalt 

roads we ride on…

At around 16:00 we say our goodbyes with yet another kind soul willing and open enough to share his 

meal, home and time with us. A display also of trust in other human beings since we were briefly left alone 

with his son and daughter, roughly 10 and 12 years of age, when he went to pick up his youngest. A wave of 

gratitude sweeps over me as I realize not everyone in this fear-ridden world thinks the other a liar, thief, 

kidnapper or worse!  Back on the road, even at 18:00 the temperatures are over 30. We continue riding in 

this oven, on one of the treeless main roads, direction Vicenza, until Sossano. There, entering a bar in order 

to buy some bread (the bakery was closed by that time) we hear in the news on TV “Northern Italia suffering 

from African heat for following 10 days…”

Bread in hand, we find a sweet camping spot in 

the village near park and tennis courts, fully 

equipped with fountain and apricot tree !

A good night’s sleep as I pass out still a little bit 

hungry…I’m looking forward to breakfast 

tomorrow 

Kasia – your cycling-addict cyclist
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Day 32 - Sossano to Noale (73 km)

June 15th 2012

Morning cappucino, and a catch up with Italian newspaper on current EuroCup standings.

Poland to play Czech republic tomorrow, and I’m as usual chearing on all the Eastern European nations – 

perhaps Croatia will come out on top this year? Am wondering what the football fever must be like in co-

hosting Poland and Ukraine right now… With years and years of preperations, building roads and stadiums 

primarily, I hope the locals are atleast enjoying the current tournament fever.
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We head out in blazing heat to Padova and roll into a children’s playground around 13:00 where we find 

welcome shade and a picnic table. A colourful lunch of a salad type suggestive of travellers in Italy who are 

tired of pasta – lentills, corn, mozarella, rucula, vegg… Delicious and filling. We spread out under various 

trees for the obligatory post-lunch nap. Temerature is well over 35 celcius.

Around 16:00 we get unceremoniously kicked out of park by the organizer who informs us that it is for 

children only. I guess being child-like and curious to the world is not enough to stay in the park, I muse, as 

we walk our bicycles out under the suspiscious 

gaze of young parents…

Padova is ridiculously beautiful. We stumble 

upon the main square, in fact the biggest Piazza 

in all of Europe, very open and decorated with 

over 50 roman statues. This, and the heat, are 

breathtaking.

Chatting with locals, I receive my first athletes 

complement of the trip, as one of the security 

guys looks approvingly at my strong legs calling 

them “triathlete legs”. Thanks!

We split ways with the guys. They continue to Venice and along the Croatian coast while I stay inland 

heading towards Slovenia. I continue my riding heading to Treviso, stopping in a corn field near Noale to 

camp for the night.

All is peaceful,

Kasia – your cyclist
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Extra post: “3 Things that have surprised me most as a 
bicycle traveller”

June 15th 2012

1. Time flies by like never before

Time, as I’m sure you’ve noticed, is a mental perception. We can be bored to tears and minutes inch by like 

snails, or we can be so fully absorbed in a given activity that we don’t realize how late it is.

On this ride, I have perceived time as a ceaseless river current, consistently moving forward and sweeping 

me with it. I am always doing something. If I’m not eating, than I’m drinking…if not looking for wifi than 

I’m asking for directions to get to the next town. I navigate, bike, drink, eat, write, sleep and repeat. It’s a 

multi-tasking whirlwind – your wet clothes dry while you ride, the water boils while you pack up your tent. 

The mind is always active, not to mention keeping up to date with blogging, Twitter and other 

administrative tasks involved with a fundraiser.

The challenge has become finding a moment to myself, to quiet the mind and to feel some silence.

2. No matter how hard I may try to rush it, mornings take 2-3 hours

It’s not that I’m a time-saving fanatic but initially I couldn’t believe how long it took me to actually get on the 

road in the mornings! I used to get angry with myself thinking that I was wasting precious cycling time, that 

I needed to get my routine memorized so as to eventually become more efficient.

At this point my routine is memorized, and I’ve learned to accept that mornings are not just breakfast and 

re-packing but necessary preperation for a good day of riding. Eating, followed by packing up the camp, 

gathering water, washing dishes and applying the day’s first slab of sunscreen. Packing up the bike with all 

of the gear, inevitable calls from nature and asking a passerby for the way to the next village. Fact is - and 

I’ve compared notes on this topic with many a bicycle traveller - mornings take time!

3. The body has an incredible capacity for adaptation and it loves routine

This hasn’t come so much as a surprise, rather as a reminder.
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The first few weeks of riding were pretty darn difficult. I felt like one big inflammation – my body was sore 

and unhappy and told me so: I had minor fevers, sinus congestion and a cough similar to that of a sick lion 

without Buckleys. I wasn’t getting quality sleep…and all this combined – I know that the only reason I got 

past that initial stage was adrenaline and sheer determination. Nothing, short of a huge physical ailment, 

was going to stop me from getting to Istanbul.

Now, over 4 weeks into the ride, my body has gotten used to the constant cycling and I’ve reached a new 

health threshhold. All inflammation, congestion and coughing is gone, the muscles have hardened and my 

lungs and air passages feel somehow bigger and more capable of supplying the legs with oxygen during 

the endless hours of riding.

Not to say that bicycle travel has, overnight, become a Sunday afternoon stroll in the park. I pay very close 

attention to my diet and stretch and rest at every opportunity, if not I can feel my knees begin to protest. In 

addition, the new challenge of dealing with intense heat has arrisen, as I begin to mix small quantities of 

salt into my water, and adapt my daily schedule to spend less time in the exhausting and disorienting heat. 

If it’s not one challenge, than it is another; bicycle travel has shown me however, thus far, the incredible 

ability of the body to adapt to repetitive strain, essentially turning it into habit.
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Day 33 - “Eureka!” - Noale to Portogruaro - 90km

June 16th 2012

Discovery of the day: riding slower makes heat more bearable.

I wake up to tons of dew and blazing sun turning my tent into an early-morning sauna. I crawl out to greet 

the mosquitos and decide to move camp away from wet grass and critters to the park bench nearby for 

breakfast. There, I encounter many a jogger and alpine-walker all of whom stop just a meter away from my 

bench to say a little prayer to the statue of the Madonna found there. I can’t fully make out what this local 

Virgin’s particular mission is, although I think it had something to do with protection from sorcery and evil 
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spirits. One older jogger comes past the statue twice and so prays twice as well. All wish me a Buongiorno 

and buon appetito in passing.

I spend a torturous morning attempting to keep me regular biking pace in the already ridiculous heat. I stop 

frequently as I begin to feel faint and mentally incoherant. Finally, at Treviso, I find a quiet park to have 

lunch at and a nap.

A shot of espresso for good luck and I get back on the road around 15:00, except this time I get a city section 

of bike paths to ride on. I look around me wondering why the other lazily peddaling bicycle commuters 

aren’t swooning from heat at the hottest part of the day when it dawns on me – they are riding really slow!

It may seem like I’m not the brightest crayon in the box, but believe it or not it hadn’t occured to me earlier 

to bike slowly in the heat. I guess I’m so used to biking hard, taking good breaks and biking hard again that 

I had considered everything – from rehydrating salts to revamping my schedule to be out on the road at the 

crack of dawn – but I had not considered lessening my pace. Or maybe it’s the car traffic on the road that 

pushes the cyclist to speed (?)- as I really had to focus and force myself to take it slow!

I swallow my pride and continue on my way riding at Sunday- 

afternoon stroll pace instead of the usual road-racing speed. I 

may still be melting, but atleast I’m not passing out,

Kasia – your very-intelligent-at-times cyclist

P.s. I made a beautiful friend today!
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Day 34 - “one cannot fight the sun” - from Portogruaro to 
Ruda (60km)

June 17th 2012

A slow, hot and sleepy Sunday.

The most refreshing parst to my day was 

encouraging 3 bright-eyed local women to 

take on the Santiago de Compostella 

pilgrimage challenge, as I told them about my 

own cycling adventure. That, and a cold 

fountain I came upon on the side of the road 

with which I promptly drenched myself to the 

last stitch. I was fully dry again within 10 

minutes.

I cycle slowly in the stifling heat, distracting 

my mind from the sluggishness by listening to 

my first ever audiobook: “Three Cups of Tea”, 

about Greg Mortensen’s undertaking of 

building schools for impoverished children in 

Pakistan. Not only are his trials and difficulties 

with fundraising hitting home, but the 

descriptions of asphalt-melting Pakistani heat 

are immediately tangible.

Listening to the audiobook distracts me from my surroundings, and I truly enter into my own bubble. It’s a 

skill to know when and where to do it – today is the perfect opportunity. Navigation is simple as I continue 

along the SS14 direction Trieste, traffic is constant but calm, scenery is unremarkable and heat makes me 

woozy, so it’s important to keep the mind engaged.
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I feel like I’m dragging along riding at a measly 20km/h where on flat, in more reasonable conditions, I love 

to give ‘er good at atleast 30km/h… but if I overexert myself now however I quickly feel faint and 

disoriented.

Fighting the wind in France was very different – that was a lively struggle where every kilometer felt like a 

battle won against a formidable foe… Dealing with heat is a unique experience; acceptance is the key, 

otherwise the fight within you sucks the very life from you and all that there is left to do is find shade, lie 

down, and secumb to exhaustion anyways. The sun responds to submission, and only when you accept the 

slower pace does it let you function more or less as you did before.

Having learned this lesson the hard way, and continuing on riding slower than usual but advancing forward 

nevertheless, I continue the journey…

Kasia – your partially-melted cyclist
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Day 35 - crossing into Slovenia - broke 2 000km on the 
odometre!! (72 km day - currently in Vhrpolje)

June 18th 2012
Was in a terrible mood all morning.

 Angry at myself, my bike, the heat, the mosquitos and the whole world in general. Hormonal stuff, as it’s 

good old PMS knockin’ on the door, but even if I remind myself of its temporality its still far from enjoyable.

Finally, crossed the Slovenian border and the shock of changing countries woke me up from my spell of self-

pity. How is it possible that within 50 meters I could go from comprehensible and familiar Italy to foreign 

and strange Slovenia??
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I stumble into a gas station, not knowing what language to speak in. I choose Italian, a 2 week-long habit 

that is going to take more than a few hours to break, tossing in some random Spanish and Polish just for 

fun. The clerk is highly amused; I figure I must look like someone who just stepped out of a time machine 

and is attempting to understand the world around her. Nothing and everything has changed.

Map in hand, I head back in my now familiar lazylike-hot-muggy biking rhythm…until I see an older bicycle 

traveller with…a big Canadian flag sticking out of his back pannier! I race to catch up with him, saluting him 

in English until his ever so slight accent reveals he is a franco-canadien – we switch to French and begin 

sharing bicycle adventure stories..

Maurio from Montreal is a long time bicycle traveller and he and his travelling friend shared many the tale 

from cycling through Europe and not only. Turns out that Japan is one of the best spots for wild camping. 

And by “wild” in Japan I’m reffering to public parks! Where in most parts of the world sleeping in public 

places is frowned upon, Japan’s crime rates are so low that no one really minds where you set up your tent 

Conclusion – next biking trip will be in JP :)

Despite the flirtatious invitations from the camp-ground owner we 3 Canadians had been chatting at, 

encouraging me to stay the night, I continued on the road, as 

tomorrow I hope to arrive in Ljubljana, Slovenian capital, and 

didn’t want to leave the 100km all for one day (not overly 

feasible in the current heat wave either way). I continued and 

chanced upon another camp-ground some 35km south-east 

from the border in a small town called Vhrpolje – which is the 

cheapest, loveliest and most home-like campground I’ve 

stayed at yet!

A few photos from the day, the campground is a true “highly 

recommend” if you are ever in this corner of the world 

Kasia – your emotional-rollercoaster-ing cyclist
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Foreign conversation of the day - Slovenia

June 19th 2012

Entering a bar near Logatec

it’s almost 14:00 and hot, of course, nevertheless I’m going in for a tea before lunch.

Me: “Could I have some čaj (tea) please?”

Bar owner: “Iced tea?”

Me: “No, hot tea. Also, do you have any honey?”

Bar owner: “what?”

Me: “you know…honey. Umm… Hönig, miel, miód…” surprised at my own ability to name this natural 

sweetness in so many tongues.

Bar owner: “milk?” , looking at me hopefully

Me: “No! I want the… Bzzzzzzzzz, they make honey!”

Bar owner: laughing, she finally understands what I’m after, “Ah! med!” she exclaims.

…and she hands me a small packet of honey along with my cup of black tea 

The only other client at the bar, an older man, is chuckling quietly to himself

///Moral of the story – where language may fail you, onomatopeia will save you  \\\
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Day 36 - from Vhrpolje to Ljubljana (72km)

June 19th 2012

The first 15km were straight uphill, no joke.

Not the least stretch of flat to warm up the legs, no road signs either as there was only one road to follow – 

up and over the mountains I had admired so much the previous evening. It took me all morning and my 

entire reserve of 2,5L of water to lug myself and Juan (my bike) up that first stretch. It was sweat, drink, 

peddle and repeat in the blazing hot sun…and not a cloud in the sky to witness my efforts!

Came upon the town of Hrušica, tiny speck on the map but at that moment most significant town ever 

marking the beginning of my descent to Logatec. Pausing next to a closed bar on the side of the road, 
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without a soul in sight to break the silence, I turned to see another bicycle traveller coming up the hill I was 

about to descend! I greated him happily, amazed that in a place devoid of human activity the one living, 

breathing and friendly face was also a sweaty cyclist!

Alexander, from Croatia, was in his 4th day of his first ever bicycle expedition – he was headed to a 

Radiohead concert in Italy and had decided to try out the two wheel mode of transportation for a change.

Newbies that we both are to bicycle travel we wasted no time in comparing notes on everything from gear, 

the classic whether-to-couchsurf-or-use-warmshowers cycler’s dilemma and experiences up to date. And, 

Alex hesitated to ask me, had I already wild camped? He pronounced the last two words as though they 

represented the epitomy of daring, wild and rebellious behaviour – had I, with over 30 more days 

experience than he – already ventured down that path?

Why, of course! It’s perfectly fine, I assured him, and if you want to be less jumpy about it just ask the land 

owner if they can spare a patch of grass for your tent for one night, they usually don’t mind.

 

We spent an hour or so chatting, regrettably unable to share the road for so much as 5 minutes since we 

were headed in opposite directions!

From there on in, the riding was much less grueling. It was 

almost all downhill or slightly downhill to Ljubljana from 

where Alex and I parted ways, what with lunch break 

during the hottest hours, I got to Bojana’s place, my 

WarmShowers host in the Slovenian capital, a little past 

19:00.

There, I was greated by a friendly, one-eyed Beagle named 

Rona and a piano in my very bedroom! After a stroll with 

Bojana through the romantic, historic center and a mango 

icecream, I return here to well deserved rest.

Lahko noč! (“goodnight” in Slovenian)

Kasia – your hill-climbing cyclist
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Day 37 - catch up on life day, 20km (in Ljubljana)

June 20th 2012

A day to catch up on sleep, bike repairs, purchases and friendships.

Searched for ages for bike service alone, wondering how there could be so many cyclists and no repair shops 

anywhere, until my WarmShowers host Bojana took me to a mechanic across the street. Grumbling 

something to me in Slovenian about my feeble attempts at fixing the gear switches myself, the mechanic 

got my gears up and running again, and did so for free.

Never, and I mean never, underestimate a local’s knowledge and influence!

Also had the rare opportunity to meet up with good friend and roommate from my days in Granada, Spain – 

Uroš and I hadn’t seen eachother in over a year! As is always the case with good friends, it was as if no time 

at all had passed since we last shared a coffee, only that we were talking a zillion words per minute trying to 

fill eachother in on everything that was happening in our lives! Uroš loves cycling too, and I could tell that 

the Ride to Read intruiged him; perhaps after he finishes his physics degree he will take to the road as well?
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Only time will tell.

Otherwise enjoyed my time in Ljubljana, observing the Slovene people to be very athletic. Tons, and I mean 

comparable to the Dutch scale, of bicycle commuters, and lots of rollerbladers and joggers out on the 

sidewalks too. 

It’s a good thing the bicycle path system is so abundant and well designed as I’ve also heard (but can’t say 

that I’ve personally experienced it out on the road) that 

Slovenians have a reputation for reckless driving…

Otherwise the transition from west to east Europe, as 

unpolitically correct as it is to continue to make that distinction 

(but make it I shall), is apparent to me in 2 key ways.

1.Everyone looks grumpier and more serious (even if they 

aren’t actually once you start talking to them)

2.Everything is harder to find. The grocery stores are hidden, 

the parks and bars are fewer and tucked away in dark corners…

Result: Kasia (me) cycling very slowly through towns and small 

cities or stopping all together for lengthy minutes to observe 

people in an attempt to figure out food, rest and coffee sources. If I was likely to get a smile from a stranger 

(unlikely) without this dodgy behaviour, I 

receive scowls and frowns instead, which is not 

surprising as I must look like some kind of 

sweaty, brightly-clad stalker…

…sigh…

Kasia – your harmless wouldn’t-hurt-a-fly cyclist

Photos: beautiful city of Ljubljana; Bojana, 

WarmShowers host in Ljubljana, with my bike; 

Uroš and I, with view out on the city
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Day 38 - “Slovenian Bears” - Ljubljana to Celje (70km)

June 21st 2012

Did you know that Slovenia is a bear-exporting country?

Supposedly they are low on brown bears in France, and occasionally in Spain and Austria too, so they pick 

up a shipment from Slovenia from time to time. The Slovenians have hundreds in their heavily forested 

backyard so can afford to share.

More to the point, I’ve already encountered snakes, hedgehogs, rabbits, toads, frogs, multitudes of birds 

and butterflies and ofcourse mosquitos, but alas – no bears.

I did however cycle past and stop to say hello to 3 Slovenian bicycle travellers, they are making the several 

day trek across their country to spend some time at the beach (Slovenia also boasts approx 45km of coast on 

the Adriatic Sea). In stopping they warned me of hills to come at which point I asked them if they could fix 

my gears since yesterday’s visit to the mechanic didn’t amount to much, and I was at zero “hill capacity”, if 

you catch my drift. One of them (and forgive me for not remembering their names!) took to the task boldly 

and within ten minutes had good old Juanito working like the first day when I rode out of Barcelona!! I 

looked at that cyclist and saw an angel.
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We chatted for some time, mostly about the Ride to Read and little, courageous me. You know that feeling 

when you’ve repeated your own story dozens of times and wish people could tell you theirs instead? Not 

that I mind, in fact I love that this ride is so inspiring to so many people, I just wish we could have spent 

more time with the guys as I have a feeling they have some great stories tucked away as well… just waiting 

for that extra time, and perhaps a good glass of wine, to finally surface.

Nevertheless, as travellers heading in opposite directions must inevitably do, we parted ways. The guys 

were also very keen on me spending more time in Maribor where a 2 week long music festival is just 

starting up…but then I wondered – if it’s such a great festival why are they themselves headed in precisely 

the opposite direction? 

No, really, European festival culture is a whole other realm into which I tread carefully…if not it is apt to suck 

me in entirely!

…and if that happens we may have to move my expected arrival date to Istanbul to early December, lol

Continued the ride, so superbly wonderful on a perfectly functioning Juan, to find a campground and a fruit-

stocked supermarket near Celje. Since my next WarmShowers host, for tomorrow night, is near Maribor, I 

should be able to cover the 70ish km to his place from 

here without a hitch.

….Not that any of this is in the least bit predictable, but 

there are moments in which I like to think I know what 

will happen next !

All the best,

Kasia – your name-forgetting cyclist

Photos:

- fixing up my bike “Juan”

- rest and nap spot of the day
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Day 39 - “Recumbent bicycle and a drastic change in 
itinerary” - Celje to Maribor, 94km

June 22nd 2012

A long day of cycling, a huge change in itinerary and the discovery of the recumbent bicycle.

Woke up to clouds and rain! Youpee!! So great to have a break from the heat, even if only for a few hours. 

Cycling in the coolness felt fantastic, I took a good lunch break but decided against the usual 20 minute lie-

down, it wasn’t hot so I could do without it, I reasoned.

Wrong! The body and legs started shutting down around 16:00, I was getting what the Spaniards call 

“pajaro”, which simply means “bird”, but in cyclist jargon refers to the feeling of whoosiness and lightness 

akin to that feeling of flying away…when in fact you should be here, on the pavement, pedalling. I stopped 

for numerous breaks to regain energy, apologizing to my beaten body during the last 20km for pushing it 

more and more – with a bit of patience I will get to Peter’s place, my WarmShowers host for the night, I told 

myself.
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And make it I did; miraculous what good breathing, lots of water, and a helpful road cyclist to show me the 

way can achieve – a little past 19:00 and I was greated by Peter and his girlfriend Jelena at their lovely home 

with even lovelier view.

Over some cups of green tea and apple pie, we discussed Polish films, Slovenian language and my planned 

for itinerary for getting to Istanbul. We laughed over how it’s going to be a chore just to get inside the 

Turkish metropolis itself; Istanbul is one of the largest cities in the world, with an approx. population of 14 

million. I can see that future blogpost in my mind’s eye already: “Day XX – Istanbul to Istanbul – 70km”, lol!

And then Peter started telling of his own cycling adventures (he travelled on a recumbent bicycle, but more 

on that later), the good, the amazing and the not-so-great through his past trek of Eastern Europe. Bulgaria 

was splendid, he reminisced with a huge smile, fantastic people and paved, quiet roads… But Romania, he 

shook his head as if to rid himself of some unpleasant memory – “it was terrible.”

Romania terrible (it’s one of the countries I meant to go through), I questioned him anxiously, why??

Not because of the people or the country, he quickly corrected himself, both are great – but it’s terrible for 

bicycle travel.

Peter went on to explain exactly why Romania, at this point 

and time, is unsuitable, or to be precise, is very 

uncomfortable and difficult, to traverse on a bicycle.

Firstly – there are no secondary, paved roads – anywhere. 

There is a ton of traffic and transportation from north to south 

Europe going through Romania and nothing else except 3 

main paved roads that everyone takes. Not that sharing the 

road with cars, trucks, motorcycles etc. doesn’t happen to a 

bicycle traveller on a regular basis – but to have it non-stop 

for days on end is mentally and physically exhausting, not to 

mention downright unpleasant. In Peter’s experience, there 

wasn’t any point in searching for rideable secondary roads 

since they were never paved…and unless you’re riding a 

mean mountain bike, pebble and gravel roads won’t get you 

very far for long.
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Second – there are a ton of stray dogs. OK, I think to myself, I’ve already biked in Bolivia which is rampant 

with strays. Yet, I must admit, to have to deal with dogs for many days in a row would also be difficult – even 

if there are tricks you can use, like stopping your bike and pretending to pick up a stone from the ground, in 

prospects of chucking it at your furry offender…to which gesture (whether you have a stone or not) most 

strays will back off and leave you alone. But again, I wondered, how far would I get in a given day if I have to 

keep stopping to mimic stone-throwing because of strays? I would have to kiss my +80km days goodbye, as 

well as any hope of finishing the ride before August…

So what are my alternatives, I asked the one more experienced than I.

“Go through Serbia”, he said.

“Are you sure it’s OK there?”

“Definitely”, but rather than wild camping in the middle of nowhere, make sure to ask people at their 

homes, and they will lend you their garage or a spot of their lawn for the night. The roads are great and 

there are plenty of secondary ones to choose from. You’ll get by OK with Polish too, he assured me, not 

knowing that I had already picked up little bits of Serbian from my days as a Serbian folk-dancer in Calgary. 

Oh yeah, and you can follow parts of the EuroVelo bike trail no. 6 that runs along the Danube river!

Well, I didn’t need more convincing than that. Of course, I’ll be discussing this Romania-nay and Serbia-yay 

situation with other cyclists that I meet in the week ahead (as this change of plans doesn’t affect my 

traversing southern Hungary), and compare notes with them…but all in all, Peter has me pretty well 

convinced. Looks like Romania’s beauty, as I’m sure it is a very interesting and diverse country, if not for this 

biking complication, will have to wait.

And then, we checked out Peter and Jelena’s tandem bike (very cool!) and I even got to try out Peter’s 

recumbent bicycle… tough to get your balance at the beginning, but it has many advantages over the 

upright, traditional bicycle including more comfort and a more ergonomic design. Also it is significantly 

more aerodynamic than an upright bike and therefore faster!

Here some photos from my first test “ride” which wasn’t so much riding as it was Flinstoning my way around 

trying not to lose my balance

Kasia – your always-learning cyclist
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Day 40 - “Nudist Camping” - Maribor to Banovci, 70km

June 23rd 2012

Woke up to any empty and quiet house

...Peter and Jelena having left very early to go the mountains for the day. Moments of trust like that – my 

hosts have left a complete stranger alone in their beautiful home, after all – always make me smile. As I set 

the kettle and search for a teacup in the kitchen cupboards I can’t help but marvel at the success of networks 

such as Couchsurfing and WarmShowers. It goes so far beyond simply hosting an individual, as it’s really a 

whole mentality and philosophy that support the basic assumption that we don’t have to be life-long friends 

with someone to allow them a certain, basic level of trust. But… just for fun, I imagine myself a vindictive 
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bicycle-propelled robber with all my luggage and my host’s 

flatscreen TV perched atop my bicycle attempting to race 

away at full speed, with an evil grin, but unable to move the 

heavy load more than an inch. How ludicrous!!

I’m tired after breakfast, so I lie down again for a little while. 

I’m tired again (come on body, pull through this!) around 

noon and pull into a quiet field to sleep again for an hour. I 

wake up feeling better, and make myself lunch and a coffee, 

which finally gives me some kind of acceptable level of 

energy. I continue cycling, slowly and steadily, heading east 

towards the border with Hungary.

After a grocery stop at a Lidl in Ljutomer, I pull out a 

Slovenian campground guide, gifted to me by another 

cyclist several days ago. My location, in Ljutomer, gives me 

really only one option of a campground about 30 minutes 

cycling distance away – I glance at the description, reading something about healing waters and swimming 

pools…and also a nudist section ?

Now nudist beaches I’ve heard of, and also envy those who are evenly tanned all over… but what’s the point 

of being naked while you camp?

Either way it’s getting late and I haven’t too many other options available to me. I would wild camp, except 

for being low on water, in need of a shower and desiring human company, or atleast the sound of voices, 

and not engines, around me.

The campground, hotel, swimming pool and spa are one big resort in the small village of Banovci – I haggle 

down the price for my stay, and leave reception to find a spot to place my tent. I haven’t yet seen any marked 

distinction between the nudist or “classic” sections…

It begins to dawn on me that it’s really just a free-for-all. It takes some getting used to seeing the two 

factions so mixed up: 4 people in shorts and t-shirts chatting on one lot while on the one next to it a buck-
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naked woman is having a bowl 

of cereal. Next to her a Mr. 

Shorts-clad is setting up his 

table while his nudist buddy is 

perched atop his bicycle talking 

to him loudly in German. 

Everyone is cheerful, German-

speaking and over 50; the men 

proudly strutt around with their 

big beer bellies finally 

liberated from constricting 

clothing. Some are dressed, 

most are not, and the grey-

mustached Austrian across 

from the lot where I’m setting up my tent is smiling hopefully at me. Sorry buddy, you’re out of luck this 

time. It’s enough that I’m a spectacle during the day – a breathless, sweaty woman riding a fully-loaded 

bicycle, occasionally singing at the top of her voice just for the hell of it – the last thing I feel like doing in the 

evening is hanging around in the buff. I’ll take it easy tonight, thank you!

It does, however, bring me a rare satisfaction and pleasure to see people happy, liberated and content in 

their own skins. And it makes me laugh, for the sheer unfamiliarity of it. I casually glance to my right on my 

way to the shower, momentarily startled to see a little, wrinkly, tanned bum belonging to a skinny, older 

gentleman leaning over digging for something in his suitcase!

It’s so funny, hehe 

The unexpected comic relief of this nudist campground has brought some laughter to my tired day and I fall 

asleep with a smile,

Kasia – your sleepy-cyclist
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Day 41 - crossing into Hungary, camping in Lenti, 52km

June 24th 2012

A strange day, and more than a bit of culture and language shock to deal with.

The morning started off amazing – an Austrian couple invited me to coffee and breakfast and thanks to my 

patchy German and their quite decent English we were able to share a bit, I about the Ride and they of work, 

family and of holidays travelling with their camping car. Oh, at times, how I envy the retirees, with their 

mobile homes set up so nicely – and never the need to endlessly unpack and repack! We parted ways, they 

for a last dip in the healing waters and I to…pack my things.

I continued east, looking forward to crossing into Hungary. It was scorching hot, a Sunday afternoon and not 

a soul in sight – honestly, it was a bit lonely. Arriving at the border, and I thought it would be an official 

border crossing, passports and all, since I was told that Hungary is not part of the Schengen borderless 

zone…I saw no one. I continued into Madyarorszag (“Hungary” in Hungarian) in the silence and heat, took 

the usual lunch and rest break, and was back on the road at around 18:00. Looking at the remaining bits of 

my Slovenian road map, showing just a smidgen of my current location, I noticed a camping symbol next to 

the town I was headed to: Lenti. What more could I do on a Sunday afternoon anyways? Stores and gas 
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stations closed, it would be difficult or impossible to get a new map, and more importantly, to get some of 

the local currency, the Forint. Plus, I was eager to meet these Hungarians, to get a feel for the people and 

the country I would be riding through for the next few days.

I rode into the campground, a fishing-oriented spot with all of the cabins, tent and RV lots settled around a 

small lake. I stepped into the reception and…into total incomprehension.

The gentleman present greeted me in Hungarian and showed me prices, pointed to boards and chatted with 

passers by. I just stared around me, not understanding a word. Not a word! The guy just kept talking not in 

the least bit worried that I wasn’t following. I asked him if he spoke English? Deutsch? He blinked at me 

vaguely, as if to say “why would I know those?”

It’s tough to come to terms with such a feeling of total language inability for a language buff such as myself 

– I knew, in theory, that Hungarian, belonging to the Uralic group of languages is one of the few non indo-

European languages on the continent and thus is extremely different from anything I had encountered or 

studied before. But, in practice, it would take me a day or two to surrender to the fact that I didn’t have a 

hope in hell of communicating with these people in their native tongue. It was enough that I remember 

“Szerwusz” – hi, “Köszönöm” – thank you, and “Szia” – goodbye.

Finally, I managed to communicate to the guy that I had no Forint and only Euro on me in cash. Was that 

OK? Sure was, and he literally led me by the hand to my camping spot, showed me the showers and toilets 

and, I think, wished me a good evening.

There I stayed, taking a rebellious few hours to myself. The list of fundraising and organizational tasks to 

complete is ever growing, but I decided that everything could wait, for once. I could feel the anger and 

feelings of overwhelming mounting and realized, very intensely, just how hard I can be on myself. I felt 

guilty for not cycling enough during the day and unhealthy for not eating leafy greens. What the heck, girl?? 

Snap out of it, I told myself. It’s not through self-abuse but self-respect that I will make it safe, sane and 

sound to Istanbul. I can, and will, take the remaining few hours in the day to myself, I reasoned.

I decided on returning to reading my eBook “the Bastard of Istanbul” by Elif Shafak. It’s been weeks, or feels 

like it, since I’ve taken any time to read for pleasure, kind of ironic since this is all about literacy in the first 

place!

The much needed down-time was a huge blessing in unfamiliar, atleast for now, Hungary.

Kasia – your culture-shocked cyclist
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Day 42 - “rain, rain go away...” Lenti to Nagykanizsa - 60km

June 25th 2012

The morning sky didn’t foretell the rain and miserable weather to come,

...nevertheless I woke up in a nasty mood. It wrote an extensive “thankfulness list“, what I always do when I 

feel my perspective on life is out of whack – it’s pretty self-explanatory in that you write a list of 25, 30 or 

50+ things that you are thankful for, from the most banal like “fresh air” to the slightly more profound like 

“being in good health”. I find that it works wonders on the mind and heart, always.

Anyways, my list finished, I was more or less mentally ready to re-tackle the unfamiliar Hungarian territory 

and get back on the road.

In the small town of Lenti, with some patience, pointing, miming and, yet again, mild abuse of the 

respectable German language I was able to procure local currency, food and map. I continued on, heading 

south-east to the next larger village of Nagykanizsa.

Then, it started drizzling. The sky went from unfriendly grey to nasty blue-black quick and I took temporary 

shelter at a bus stop, the only roof in sight on the small country road. I made the mistake of thinking the rain 

was letting up and rode out again, only to realize that it was pouring down harder than ever. I hustled back 

to my bus stop to officially put on all my rain gear.

Throughout the afternoon the rain went from drizzle (which feels like medium-hard rain at bicycle speed) to 

full on deluge, moments in which I pulled over to seek shelter… and back to drizzle.

I decided to stop for the day when I was finally wet to the last stitch, and sick of getting splattered by passing 

trucks and cars. Enough is enough.

A warm, dry campground, with quiet rooms and wifi appeared out of nowhere, and I was saved. What 

normally would have cost 25€ in Italy cost me only 10€ for the night, my first tangible proof on this trip that 

costs were, and will continue, to drop the further I go east (and south).

All in all, am profoundly thankful to have studied some German as it’s my primary means of communication 

here in Hungary. By a long-shot it’s Hungary’s first second-language, English is tertiary at best or even 

further down the list, after Serbo-croatian. I’ve stopped suggesting communication in either French or 

Spanish as most locals think it’s a joke. Might as well ask them they be fluent in Arabic or Japanese!

Language aside, a warm smile and comical miming of basic needs and intentions serve me well! They don’t 

provide for any type of deeper conversation, but they are getting me through this leg of the journey.

Kasia – your communicative cyclist

P.s. no photos today. Didnt want to get the iPhone wet!
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Day 43 - “Ride, ride, ride girl!!” - Nagikanizsa to Kaposvar 
(Hungary), 93km

June 26th 2012
Good weather is back.

Spirits are high, thanks to a new fundraising idea set into motion… about which I wont make a peep until/if 

it comes to fruition.

Weather is brilliant. Body feels great.

…and even in modern day Hungary some of the older residents like to travel via horse and buggie. Thought 

it was really sweet (see photos). Another road user, although a very welcome one, to add to an already 

extensive repertoir 

Late evening I stop in a small village and ask at a private house to pitch my tent. No one speaks a lick of 

English or German, but I keep flailing my packed tent around in an effort to explain that I don’t want or need 

to enter their home, a patch of grass will do nicely. From the first house, word spreads to the neighbours and 
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to their friends and I am eventually shown to the town bar, confusion written on my face (do they want me 

to camp in the kitchen?), the owner shows me to the backyard. I can stay there, provided I find a spot of 

grass big enough for my tent; between poultry pens, ponds, pools, rose bushes and fruit trees there isn’t too 

much room left over. I thank them, choose my spot, and set up my traveling home in the fading light. A few 

more phone calls by my hosts to English speaking friends who translate for me that I am welcome to sleep 

inside, although by this time the tent is up and I am settled in decently well. I politely refuse the offer. 

Squirming into my sleeping bag, I habitually check available wifi networks and am surprised to see an open 

network available! Bingo 

I write, answer emails, organize and so on until my eyes are so heavy with sleep that I really must give in 

and rest…

Kasia – your lucky-cyclist
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Day 44 - Koposvar to Szegszard (Hungary), 86km

June 27th 2012
So sleepy and tired!

Am eternaly grateful for my hosts in the town near Koposvar for allowing me to set up my tent there for the 

night…unfortunately, I did not sleep or rest well.

The ground was uneven and prickly, so I didn’t inflate my mattress so as not to accidentaly puncture it. The 

ponds and pools surrounding me made it extra cold and humid at night…I was far from comfortable. 
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Around 5:00 the resident rooster started crowing. Not once, nor twice but non stop. Lying just a few meters 

away from the bird, I seriously considered getting up to wring its neck. I’d have roast chicken for breakfast

instead of Muesli. Or so I thought, until the neighbour’s rooster chimed in, and the one next door to him as 

well. When the geese and hens started flapping and screeching I knew I was sorely outnumbered. They had 

won, and I was sleep deprived.

And so, with eyes sticky with sleep, I pushed myself unto the bike and continued, trying not to imagine 

goose-down pillows and comforters, a quiet, dry and nice smelling bed…

Have never taken so many breaks, lie-downs and eaten so many snacks during the day. Ever. Somehow 

though by mid afternoon I power through the hilly roads accumulating today’s mileage to a miraculous 

86km…just don’t ask me how I did it.

I rest tonight in covered, heated and cozy accommodation – a private apartment in fact (more on that in Day 

45 post). I need the good night’s sleep, desperately. Plus its always a good opportunity to give me, some of 

my clothes and all of my dishes a good scrub 

Goodnight!

Kasia – your very tired cyclist

p.s. photo challenge - learn the European country names in Hungarian (hint: use the flags!)
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Day 45 - “Randolph Westphal, the bicycle traveller and his 
Huskies” - Szegszard to Baja (Hungary), 65km

June 28th 2012

So, as mentioned in yesterday’s post, I did in fact rent a private apartment last night.

I wrote it off as a personal expense – even though I haggled down the price, it was beyond the regular R2R 

daily budget. But, honestly, I was beyond caring how much I was going to spend for good rest. There was 

nothing cheaper within 20km, I had to take it or leave it and move on. I was in desperate need of quality 

sleep, a shower and an overhaul clean-up of gear and clothes.
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Happy with my decision, I dropped into uninterrupted sleep for atleast 10 hours. Before the ride I used to 

remember some of my night dreams, perhaps wake up in the middle of the night to get a drink of water or 

read. Nowadays I don’t sleep, I pass out. I’ve never experienced anything quite like it – my body goes into 

full recharge and recovery mode and, if conditions are right, I sleep very deeply. Occasionally, I wake up 

disoriented as to where I am and what I’m doing. It’s quite strange.

Anyways, I pressed pause and play on my life for a good 10 hours and woke up a new woman. A big 

breakfast followed and a quick glance into EuroSport on TV, and one of the only sporting events I enjoy 

watching: track & field, the European championships. I cheered on a few Polish runners and pole-vaulting 

ladies while cleaning up and reorganizing my stuff.

Fully packed and ready to go, I headed towards reception for a quick wifi connection. There, I met the owner 

and was surprised to see him showing me a bottle of wine. I thought that he thought that I had left it in the 

apartment and he was coming to give it back to me. I tried to explain that it wasn’t mine, until the young 

woman at the reception desk translated for me: it was a gift. The owner was obviously trying to show his 

appreciation for my ride and efforts, and I was very touched…but what would I do with a full bottle of wine? 

I held it for a moment, feeling how big and heavy it was; there was no way I could travel with it. In the +35 

degrees I mimed fainting if I had more than a sip of it myself…perhaps, even if it was only 10:30AM, we 

could share it? No, they had to drive and work too…

We stepped into the reception area, I wanted to show my curious crowd the Ride to Read blog. They peered 

at the screen, slowly deciphering the English words. Then, the puzzle pieces came together for the bright-

eyed owner and the young receptionist: Barcelona, Istanbul, alone and for charity. In one fluid motion he 

reached behind him extracting the 30€ I had payed for my accommodation the previous evening. He 

handed it back to me, without hesitation, as though completing some type of moral obligation – there was 

no way he would accept payment from a young cyclist pedalling for charity. I tried to convince him to retake 

the euros, but he was adamant.

I was again, very touched. In the now familiar blend of German, English and Hungarian we continued 

chatting, the term I’ve heard used since the first day when I left Barcelona I would now learn in Hungarian: 

bátor. He shook my hand and told me again that I was very brave.
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Proud of the unique clientel the small motel drew, the owner went on to tell me of Randolph Westphal, who 

had also stayed at the Sió motel outside of Szegszard, a 50 year-old German fellow who travelled by bicycle 

around the world accompanied by his Husky dogs, raising money and awareness for cancer cures after his 

own experiences with the malady. He had been on the road for many years and had already cycled five times  

around the globe!

If you’re also interested in this man’s story, see http://www.randolph-westphal.de/ 

It’s always a pleasure to hear of these living cycling odysees, and I was especially happy to hear of a bike 

traveller who had dogs with him. The thought of a furry companion with me on the road had already crossed 

my mind more than once.

After explaining a route through the village, countryside and along the Danube to arrive at my next 

destination, Baja, I got back on the road in the blazing noon-time heat. A stop at the grocery store and then I 

unfortunately got lost trying to find the small trails we had discussed, defaulting to the main roads instead. 

But I was rested, inspired and Juan and I flew through the empty, sleepy countryside as though we had 

wings, or at least a half-dozen Huskies running alongside encouraging me to pedal ever more.

So, despite the late start to the day I was still able to make some headway, confident of reaching Szeged the 

following day. I have an important meeting there concerning this (temporarily) secretive fundraising 

project.

 

Startling a deer out of its hide out in some bushes and fruit trees, I watched it leaping high through the 

wheat and corn fields and decided to investigate its spot for camping potential. It was perfect and would 

provide east-shade in the morning (very important unless you enjoy waking up to a tent-turned-sauna at 

6:00!). Aside from a few field mice scurrying around me, it was silent and peaceful.

Time to rest again,

Kasia – your inspired cyclist

Photos – the heat must be making me woozy as I forgot to take photos of Sió motel and of my campsite. 

Instead, here a few shots of a popular crop in Hungary: sunflowers.

They are such a happy flower, like little golden soldiers always searching for the light.
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Day 46 - “3 cups of tea”, Baja to Szeged, +100km

June 29th 2012

Another bird awakening, but to a much sweeter song than a rooster’s crow.

My tiny forest is alive at 6:00 and so I do not wait long to wake with it. Today, I am out on the road before 

9:00!

Sweet biking day. Navigation couldn’t be easier as I power full steam ahead on the no. 55, direction: 

Szeged. Road signs show me that it’s going to be a many-kilometer day; I simply continue sweating buckets 

and drinking liters of tea, water and juice and do my best to accept the intense heat.

Have also finished, with that twinge of regret that every great tale brings upon its completion, the only 

audiobook I’ve ever listened to: the story of Greg Mortenson’s work building schools for impoverished 

children in northern Pakistan. It’s entitled “3 cups of tea”, and like a quality cup of tea I’ve been savouring 

this book during the past few weeks, only listening to small sections at a time while cycling. This I did as 

much to salvage the biking experience, since I find that the audiobook distracted me from my surroundings 
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(I enter into my own bubble in which nothing else exists aside from the white line painted on the right side 

of the road and the lector’s voice), as for the book itself.

Mortenson’s story is absolutely inspirational, and I highly recommend this book, audio or otherwise. I 

believe it’s especially important in this day and age where it feels like Islam and the Middle East are, 

generally speaking, misunderstood.

Otherwise, I arrive tonight at my CouchSurfing host’s place in Szeged. Ramona is a language and philosophy 

major, a Canadian born to Hungarian parents who was sent to Hungary at the age of 7 to learn her native 

tongue properly, and has remained here ever since.

We are getting to know eachother, and she the whole CS experience in general since I am her first ever 

couchsurfer!

Kasia – your tea-drinking cyclist

PHOTO 1: it took this poster to remind me that former French 

president Nicolas Sarkozy has Hungarian background.

What does his lastname mean, you ask? There are two 

possibilities:

a. Someone coming from the village of Sarkoz,

b. a path in the mud

… Make what you will of that tidbit of info…

PHOTO 2: one of the only bike repairs I’ve had to make the 

whole trip – the luggage rack came loose. Took me a total of 

10 seconds to screw it tight again! Thank you Jose, from 

Recircula in Barcelona, most amazing bike mechanic ever, 

for building me such a solid bike!!
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Day 47 - “The secret is out”, in Szeged, 0km

June 30th 2012

Today, I wait. What for? Well, to tell you why, I must divulge my secret fundraising plan!

(drum-roll please) – I’m waiting for my film crew!

…because we will be creating an all new promotional video for the Ride, a “day in the life of the Ride to 

Read“!!

Before I let my excitement take over, let me explain.

Several key reasons for this move on my part. Firstly, fundraising is falling more and more behind as I get 

closer to Istanbul, and I feel that I have time and means for one or two “big” moves on the fundraising front. 

At this point it looks like we can’t count on more corporate sponsorship, rather many small donations from 

private individuals may (or may not) get us to the 10,000$ goal.

Secondly, riding alone is a really neat experience and one I highly recommend and would do again…yet, it 

has one great draw back: documenting the ride. Sunflower fields and stray dogs are lovely but people 

respond to photographs of people, and better yet to videos of people. Were I travelling with even one more 
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person we would have a lot of more photo and video creative opportunity; alone, in this respect, I am 

limited. Getting quality photos of people and myself has been a challenge from the start, although not 

impossible. Filming a good video however requires professional assistance.

Thirdly, I would like to have this for my own souvenir! I’ve never been one to collect trinkets or keychains 

with “I heart Tuscany” and other silly items…so a video of what my life is like out on the road seems the 

perfect souvenir to take away. In any case it’s a personal, not an event expense, even if I hope for it to be a 

great Ride to Read promo tool.

So, today, I wait to hear back from the freelance filming crew my assistant in Vancouver found for me via the 

Internet, here in Szeged, only 10, maybe 15km away from my first official border crossing, out of the EU and 

into Serbia. By late afternoon I learn of a huge truck/bus accident at the Serbia/Hungary border, on the main 

road that I do not yet know I too will have to use to cross the border. The film guys, coming back from a job 

in Serbia, are stuck for hours trying to cross, and we reschedule to film all day tomorrow. So, it works out for 

the best that I am here in Szeged, at the adorable, old-fashioned and gracious apartment of my 

Couchsurfing host Ramona, catching up on emails, rest and chatting with my host, rather than turning into a 

roast raisin on the hot asphalt with hundreds of cars in a futile attempt to cross the border.

All is well and timing is always divine, looking forward immensely to filming the video tomorrow,

Kasia – your patient cyclist

Photos

- Ramona’s flat, the kitchen and bathroom (door behind to the right) bit, definition of European space 

efficiency, everything you need is present, every square inch of space utilized

- Ramona and I, on the following day
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Day 48 - filming “Day in the life of the Ride to Read”, crossing 
border into Serbia, 60km

July 1st 2012
Today, we film.

I meet Gergo and Martin at 9:00, they will interchangeably fulfill the roles of cameramen, directors, 

navigators, networkers, drivers and artists throughout the day. All I have to do is cycle, and show some of 

what my day looks like while on the road.

We get right to it, filming always takes time, and we’re not going to stop all day really, except for a short 

coffee break, we film right until 18:00.
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My respect, understanding and appreciation 

for film is growing by leaps and bounds. 

Already a few takes into the process and I am 

observing how much time and good 

organization it takes to film what will, in the 

end, be a clip a few seconds long. Setting up 

tripods, switching lenses, changing positions 

for a new angle, taking more than one take, 

although by far my favourite part is when 

Gergo straps his rollerblades on (these two 

video makers are also blading fanatics) and 

grabs his camera to film alongside me as we cross the Tisa river. He’s blading on the pavement alongside 

my bike on the road and it feels like we’re crossing many boundaries between creative video making, sports 

and art. So cool!

It’s hot, very. There’s going to be no rest or nap today, so I guzzle coffees, juice and water just to stay 

conscious. The guys opt for RedBulls; they are pretty tired too.

No sense in telling you the exact contents of the video 

(you’ll see it soon enough!), the big afternoon border 

hick-up deserves a mention though. I headed away from 

the highway border crossing, instinctively, since I never 

take the huge roads, choosing the smaller road and thus 

the “limited” border crossing road instead. I figured, 

logically, that limited meant that the big transport trucks 

were not allowed to cross there. I learned instead that 

limited meant that only those with Hungarian or Serbian 

passports could cross.

The guys made a few more calls, to make sure of the 

accuracy of this information. It was confirmed, there was 

no way either my Polish or Canadian passport would get 

me across there. Were I to cycle back to Szeged and then 
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to the highway crossing I would lose another day or half-day of time; instead we take apart the bicycle and 

pack it into the guys sedan. It’s the second time this trip that I get inside a motor vehicle, alhough it’s not 

really to advance my journey but to backtrack. We make a stop in Szeged, the guys have a friend who’s 

family owns a gas station where we can film some shots for the video. We are treated to coffees, juices and a 

free map of Serbia too. Is this what it’s like to be a movie star? 

Do enjoy the photos of some of the 

“behind the scenes” making of our 

video. It’s back to work for all as the 

guys edit film, add music, text etc. to 

comlete our masterpiece.

Kasia – your enthused cyclist

P.s. oh yeah, and the border crossing! It 

goes well, I am encouraged by drivers 

to jump the line and cross ahead of 

them, so I do. I feel like I’ve crossed 

into a land of comprehension and 

familiarity, compared to my week in Hungary, even though it’s the first time I’m stepping (or rather, riding) 

on Serbian soil. Must be my Serbo-Croatian friends back in Canada and my year of Serbian folk dance with 

them that give me this feeling. I am back with my slavic family, with much more linguistic ability; I’ve 

always loved their music and now I hear it everywhere. The gas station attendant saunters by humming a 

Balcan tune… I am in love with this country already and, with several days extra experience at the time of 

this writing, I can tell you that it’s only going to get better!!
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Day 49 - “Adopted by the Serbian nation” - Kanjiza to village 
near Kikinda (Serbia), 75km

July 2nd 2012

My first full day in Serbia, although I’m still in the Hungarian speaking region.

A clear example of political borders amounting to little more than lines on a map – here the majority lives 

beyond the official borders of their nation. I notice that all the signs are written twice in Serbian, in cyrilic 

and latin alphabets, and once in Hungarian.

The wind from the south is brutal. Here it is flat, open country. The roads are long stretches that fade into the 

horizon with that fuzzy heat haze always visible in the distance. The wind slows me down considerably, 

where I would usually ride at 25km/h or atleast 20km/h it is a struggle to maintain 15. Big transport trucks 

knock me about with the air pockets that form in their passing.
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Yet there’s a profound philosophy in riding against the wind. Like the water that slowly, oh so very 

consistently and slowly, erodes the rock, so I too cycle steadily on. I know that the wind can decrease my 

daily mileage, but it cannot stop me.

But, all in all, there is no real reason to complain. The secondary roads are well paved, and only marginally 

inferior to those of Hungary and Slovenia. Signs are accurate and roads well indicated. I’m finding the 

Serbian divers very considerate, supportive and curious. I get a few honks here and there (I’ll attribute those 

to the tight shorts) and even a few honk-songs, beep-bibbity-beep-beep-bop, which I think is showing real 

support and appreciation for my efforts. Cars are noticeably fewer and the ones present fuller with people; 

for the first time this trip I see back seat passengers turn around when the car passes me to gape out the 

back window. I wave, and they wave back.

So the day passes in it’s continuous hot daze. Around 17:00 or 18:00, as usual, I ask myself the daily 

question: where will I sleep tonight? I’m freshly laundered and showered so camping is my best bet, but not 

in a campground, since there are none, but rather free camping. Tonight, I’ll find a house and owner and ask 

to put up my tent for the night.

I continue to cycle, thinking out my plan carefully. I’ve been warned that this region is poor, that there are 

gypsies and Turks galore. “Watch your stuff! Don’t get robbed!”…so they tell me.

I ask for a sign – from my angels, from the universe, anything. An indication of which house, which family, 

which person to ask for one night’s safety and rest.

There is no need to wait long.

I see my host-to-be pushing a wheelbarrow 

along, she is going to see the neighbour about 

some milk. I think to myself, she reminds me so 

much of my friend Elise in France (first ever 

WWOOFing host-turned-friend); they have the 

same posture, frank and open expression, 

trustworthy body language. My heart swells with 

the affection it makes me feel for my friend 
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whom I have not seen in a year. I realize that I have my sign.

I make my approach and ask, in mixed Polish-Serbian, if she knows where i can put my tent for the night? 

She says, my place is right over here, come with me.

It is a farm, right next to the main road. There are plenty of hens, sheep, cows and calfs in pens and several 

dogs hanging around. There’s a big garden with rows of tomato plants heavy with fruit that is still green.

I am welcomed warmly and served water, juice, coffee and home made liquor,the infamous Rakia. I am 

learning Serbian at an alarming rate but after a week of living in total incomprehension of the local 

language (Hungarian) my vigour to learn this one is double if not quadruple the normal passion. Their son 

speaks Russian too, so with three slavic languages at our disposal we are able to get beyond rudimentary 

interrogation to somewhat smooth conversation.

Where am I from? What am I doing? Are my parents worried about my cycling trip and do I have any 

siblings? Am I married?

Their son is still single, they announce suggestively. The father points out a house 100m behind us which is 

empty and also belongs to the family. You can live there together, he says to me, smiling.

I set up my tent in what seems to be neutral territory; neither the chickens or the dogs go there too much. 

I’ve become so used to not eating in the evening that at first I don’t understand why they are ushering me 

into the house when, by 21:30, I am ready to go to sleep! You must sit and eat, I am told. Everything is 

home-made and from the farm: the thickly cut slices of fresh bread, the pork sausage and bacon, the hard-

boiled eggs. I indulge in real, quality food, to refuse to do so would be a shame, not to mention a big insult 

to my hosts.

Over slices of watermelon for dessert I am shown some family photos. The father worked all over the world 

in his youth, or so it seems: here he is with a camel in Syria, there near a lake in Iraq.

We delve into some Serbian poetry. I convince them to read me some (my knowledge of cyrilic is still too 

weak to attempt to read it myself) and the beautiful language flows over us. To my ear it is a jumble of 

understanding and unintelligible music. It speaks of the homeland, of nature, of war. The pleasure of 

listening to his reading must be written on my face, they tell me:
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“At this rate, in five days you learn our language and in three months you too will write poetry in Serbian!”

I do love Serbian. This latinized slavic tongue has quickly moved up in my personal rankings as second 

favourite Slavic language.

Polish takes first place by definition (no personal bias there, hehe ;)

It’s nearly 1:00 by the time I’m in my tent, and I know, from where the hot sun will rise, that I won’t be able 

to sleep past 6:00 tomorrow.

So worth it though, to give up rest 

for this incredible experience

Kasia – your Serbian-ized cyclist
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Day 50 - “Only fools and horses”, Kikinda to Secanj, 70km

July 3rd 2012

After breakfast with my adopted family,

(I tried refusing the continuous offers of food and failed miserably), I explained that I really did have to go. 

Can’t I stay for a few more days, they asked, sliding the sweet-smelling bread just an inch closer...

No! I had to put my foot down. This is a fundraiser, not a holiday! This phrase I seem to constantly repeat 

wherever I go fell on deaf ears. How could I explain that I was supposed to impress potential World Literacy 

Canada sponsors with my biking prowess…not my ability of swinging in a hammock all day long sipping 

juice?

I rushed back on the road, my sandwhich for lunch packed safely away.

Hello there, wind! Head and crosswind. Good morning to you dear flat, straight and mind numbing roads!
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I stop at a small town to get some juice and yoghurt. Taking a seat at the only available bench in front of the 

hairdresser’s and right on the main street for all to see, I am surprised to see an available, and open, wifi 

connection. But before I have the opportunity to send even one tweet, I see an older, swarthy woman 

approaching me from the house across the street. She motions to me, big, strong movements, that I must 

come inside into her home. There’s no messing with this tractor-driving farmer woman; I meekly follow her, 

not really sure what all the fuss is about. I look around me and see the gathered crowd on the street sending 

me encouraging smiles; all is well.

Inside, I am roughly sat down in front of a glass of lemonade. Drink! Then there is coffee and cake. Eat! It’s 

not a request, it’s a command.

Between mouthfulls, I tell them the usual Ride to Read story embelished with personal details about myself 

and my family. The other woman present, a gentle, little one with kind eyes, tells me of her 26 year-old son. 

He is single and good-looking she promises me.

These repeated marriage proposals are starting to be comical, although I do my best to keep a straight face 

so as not to be rude. But is it really this nation’s group mission to find me a Serbian husband?

They send me away with more cake. While I tap back into 

the Internet world, comfortable on my exposed bench, 

passing women gift me with fresh apples and plums. I 

can hardly believe my good fortune and the openness 

and curiosity of these people.

Of all the nations I have passed through on this trip, no 

where have I been welcomed, fed, housed and 

questioned with such warmth and enthusiasm as in 

Serbia. And it’s only my second day here.

By mid-afternoon I’m faced with a cycler’s dilemma. There 

are still 60km left to Vršac, the next place where I have a 

WarmShowers host awaiting my arrival. If not for the 

strong wind I could power through the remaining 
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distance for a late evening arrival at Sanja’s place. But I know that it will be a huge struggle to do so in the 

wind, and I may end up in a 9pm burnout 10km before my destination, which would be plain stupid.

So I decide to stop for the day and make Vršac tomorrow’s final destination.

Again, I send out a little prayer in hopes of finding accomodation in the teeny town that I approach. I hold 

my breath when asking a local for a hotel, but he responds cheerfuly with “Da!“, it’s just down the main 

street and to my left.

The hotel is indeed there; it’s dingy, old and unkept, but nevertheless very present. And endowed with hot 

water! I reflect that I really can’t complain since I didn’t specify in my prayer what quality of accomodation I 

was looking for. The universe heard me and it provided, the fault is mine for not mentioning “no cobwebs” 

and “clean floors”, please. Hehe 

I switch on the TV, momentous occasion in and of itself as it usually happens only a few times a year. …And 

what do I find but a subtitled episode of 80s British sit-com “Only fools and horses“. I’ve never seen it 

before, but British humour and I have always seen eye to eye. I laugh out loud and love it. I can feel my 

stress and tension dissolving.

With the old music that plays on the radio and the wide range of outdated sit-coms on TV, I have to admit 

that it’s proof of the old cliché that Eastern Europe is kind of stuck in the past.

Well, as far as TV is concerned, it’s fine by me. In my opinion they haven’t come out with anything good 

since Will Smith was young in “the Fresh Prince of Bel-Air”. …But…I guess that’s a whole other topic not 

meant for a literacy/cycling blog. 

Kasia – your Eastern-European cyclist
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Day 51 - “Monologue to the Field” - Secanj to Vrsac (62km)

July 4th 2012
I begin my day with a monologue.

It was something about the uselessness of cars in cities and the importance of cycling, and how this works 

together with out respect and love for Pachamama.

Funny thing is I didn’t even realize I was gifting the grassy fields around me with this loud speech, all in 

Spanish, and with some flailing of one hand or the other to further illustrate my ideas while continuously 

cycling along…

Am I going a little loopy (or I should say loopier) from spending so much time alone?

Or maybe I just have a lot of thoughts to share and at 9:00 am on the empty road to Vršac the riding is 

effortless (the wind has finally died down!) and my voice is liberated.

I think some of the storks heard me.

Cycle, cycle, cycle. I share about 30 minute of the ride with an Austrian of Serbian origin who is back in his 

homeland on holiday. He loves cycling around the flat plains. Does he have a map? No, he exclaims, 
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divulging what I didn’t know was his big secret, shame in life – he doesn’t know how to read a map.  What?? 

We’ve already established that he is multilingual, so it’s next to impossible that he is actually illiterate. No, 

no, he explains, simply his sense of direction is so horrendous that he can’t tell south from north, up from 

down or right from left.

Now if that’s not real cycling courage – to set out on a bicycle in full knowledge of your inability to 

independantly find your way home – then I don’t know what is!  I’m in Vršac pretty early, around 18:00, 

coming upon the hills that mark the beginning of the Karpaty mountains in Romania. I have never been so 

happy to see an interesting and hilly horizon after so many days of cycling in the plains!

My host Sanja, my first host to ever be younger than me (she is 22), meets me at the main square to show 

me to her home. There, it’s the Serbian paradigm all over again: anything I want, I can have it. Shower, food, 

internet, even a rare phone call to my parents in Calgary! “Guest” = “Royalty“, in Serbia, and I send my hosts 

into a frenzy when I am fool enough to admit that I would like some lettuce. They run around all over trying 

to procure me that darn lettuce…that wasn’t at all my intention!

In the evening we go out to see some of the city and to meet with Sanja’s friend Vlad. As he himself puts it 

he’s a “cleaner on cruise ships with a bachelor’s degree in economics”. It is all too often the story of the youth 

here who, after graduation, can’t find work in their actual field of study. He doesn’t sound too hard done by 

however as he tells us of the gorgeous coast of British Columbia and Alaska, as seen from the cruise ship 

and during the brief hours of shore leave that employees are granted. The ship is “the world in miniature” 

with just about every nationality present – just like in Canada, he exclaims. He has already learned from his 

Canadian colleagues of the multiculturalism that we are so proud 

of. For me too, it’s always been one of my main reasons for 

loving Canada.

A late night, yet again (I’m getting the feeling that I write that a 

lot!) and a hoped for early start tomorrow which, realistically, is 

not going to happen 

Kasia – your loopy cyclist

Photos

- Sanja and her cat and guinea pig;  Sanja and I
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Day 52 - “Crossing the Danube”, Vrsac to Stara Palanka... 
(42km)

July 5th 2012
Today, I’m halted by the same river I was so eager to reach!

There are no more ferries to get across the illustrious Danube and the nearest bridge is more than 50km 

away. I’m more than a little angry with the whole situation – I feel great, it’s only 17:00 and I’ve got a lot of 

unreleased power in my legs. I would gladly do another 30-40km today!

If not for the stretch of wide river in my path…

Calm down and surrender to the situation, I tell my angry self. There are some things you can fight, and 

others, like ancient rivers with limited ferries, which you cannot.

So, I take the evening to catch up on writing, looking forward immensely to tomorrow’s riding and, also, 

trying out EuroVelo’s no. 6 bikepath along the river.

We shall see what adventures tomorrow holds,

Kasia – your river-crossing cyclist
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Day 53 - “of Castles and Butterflies” - Stara Palanka to Donji 
Milanovac (93km)

July 6th 2012

Woke up at 5:30 to catch that 7:00 ferry across the Danube and begin my ride

of the EuroVelo trail no. 6 on the other side!

Energy levels are OK for a few hours but the lack of sleep starts catching up with me and around noon I stop 

for a quick power nap. Unfortunately, it ends up being more of a sweaty half-awake lie down while I brush 

off the numerous ants crawling all around. A butterfly pays me a visit and sits in for a long photo session – 
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just me, the butterfly on my fingertips and the glorious 

Danube in the background.

It’s funny to be cycling in Serbia and peering at Romania on 

the other side of the great river.

This EuroVelo trail turns out to be, for the most part, simply 

the regular scenic road along the south bank. Aside from a few 

creative and hidden paths at the beginning of the ride there is 

nothing particularly special about this stretch of the EuroVelo, 

atleast nothing a cyclist couldn’t derive for themselves using a 

regular road map. It is however nice to feel like a part of the continental bike initiative and it means I see, for 

the first time in weeks, a few other bike travellers on the road.

So, what with sleepiness and a coming storm, 

the air is heavy and the going slow, but 

thanks to my early start it is a relatively high-

mileage day.

I write this to you from the shelter of a little 

B&B off the main road; yet again, this side of 

Europe, I am finding western standard and 

comfort for eastern prices; 10€ for a private 

apartment, welcome coffee and breakfast 

would be unheard of in Italy or France, for 

example.

The thunder is rolling in and we may be in for 

quite the sky shredding within a few hours – 

with weeks and weeks of scorching weather 

it’s high time the heavens open up and 

release some rain!
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Enjoy the photos!

- on the ferry crossing the Danube

- me + ferry

- castles

- butterflies

- evening: B&B owner, his dog and fishing on the dock. On the other side is Romania
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Day 54 - crossing into Bulgaria, Donji Milanovac (Serbia) to 
Bregovo (Bulgaria), 80km

July 7th 2012
Met a couple of Polish bike travellers! 

Marcin and Gosia are seasoned bike tourists, and they described some of their biking adventures in 

Scandinavia and the Baltic Countries. This trip they had come from Poland to the Serbian capital, Belgrade, 

via train to do, by bike, a Balcan loop. You can check out some of their travel photos on http://www.askja.pl

Today, it was only the 3rd day of their expedition and they were having a tough time adjusting to the heat 

and continuous sun. We stopped for a coffee break and chat and split ways – I was continuing east to the 

Bulgarian border and they south.

My route was very up and down, but it confirmed, yet again, that I prefer hills to windy flat riding -

any day! Atleast there are beautiful views and inevitable stretches of downhill to look forward to 

Nevertheless, in this heat, biking makes you sweat buckets and biking uphill turns you into a human wet-

sponge. I drink, drink and drink more… it’s hard to say exactly how much fluid I consume in a day 

(comprised primarily of water, coffee, tea and juice), but I think I’m well past the 4L mark…
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I stop by a farm house and ask to refill my water reserves. I’m invited in for juice, and at this point the entire 

family has trickled out to see the one-woman-circus spectacle. I have to decline what will inevitably turn into 

coffee, lunch and marriage proposals – today’s mission is clear: to reach Bulgaria.

Fastforward to 19:30…the police officer at the border laughs at me in disbelief when I tell him I have 

arrived from Barcelona and that I am going to Istanbul… Then, he turns serious and warns me that 

Bulgarians and Turks are “even worse” for hassling women than the Serbs…Oh goody, so much to look 

forward to! 

Also, waiting in line to have my passport rechecked by border control, I meet a cheerful Polish family 

traveling from Poland with their big van. The father invites me to come stay at a nice campground, at which 

prospect I get very excited…until I learn that it is 60km away. It’s already 20:00 at this point and I’m looking 

for sleeping arrangements within 6km, not 60. I have to decline the offer to ride with them in the truck – it’s 

a fundraiser ride, I explain, I need to cycle all of it!

It’s probably the fourth or fifth time, this trip, that I am declining free motor-vehicle transportation, to the 

great bewilderment of those who offer it!

The border crossing is in fact painless and quick. No 

stamp in my passport upon entering Bulgaria – we’re 

back in the EU!

Silly, really (this whole concept of EU versus non-EU 

countries). The few kilometers that I’ve seen so far of 

Bulgaria…roads are worse, the potholes bigger and there 

are more 4-hooved road users than ever before.

As in all less-developed countries I remember the golden 

rule: always collect info from more than one source. 

They’ve told me there isnt anything remotely hotel-like 

within 30km yet I stop again to ask another guy who tells 

me to backtrack 1km to find an unmarked hotel – 

basically a private house that also lets rooms. Im able to 

pay the owner the equivalent of 10€ im my remaining 
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Dinar (we are right next to the border so he doesnt mind accepting the Serbian currency), and so finish with 

a money I will no longer be using. First stop tomorrow morning – bank machine, to take out some Bulgarian 

Lev.

Excuse the continued hoteling – I should be free camping, right? No, I should have invested in a solar 

camping shower!! Because the main reason I seek out these various forms of accomodation is to feel clean 

and unsweaty, if even for an hour or two in the day.

Especially on an uphill day like today I sweat so much that by the end of it I’m a sticky mess – and the heat 

never stops. I sweat at night when I sleep, and in the morning when I wake up. It’s hot and muggy and air-

conditioning is for the rich. The heat never stops.

Too much information? Too bad  just trying to illustrate my fondness for the daily shower!

(but just so you know, these technically superfluous hostels are being counted as a personal expense!)

Goodnight and sweet dreams

Kasia – your sweaty and shower-loving cyclist

Photos:

- the Polish cyclists Marcin and Gosia, on the road

- they had a bike thermometer – and it was reading 

48C !!

- steady uphills
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Day 55 - “A bad day”, Bregovo to Borovitsa, 102km

July 8th 2012

Crappy day. Been in a bad mood the whole way through.

Started in the morning with some creep at the gas station where I stopped to buy a map of the country, get 

oriented and use wifi. To be blunt, he verbally suggested that I was a prostitute. Have never been so 

disgusted in my life and employed some choice cuss words in several languages, none of which he 

understood, unfortunately.

Over all, I am getting sick and tired of being gawked and stared at, especially by men. First thing when I 

arrive in Sofia (approx 2,5 days away) will be to buy longer bike shorts and another long sleeved shirt. I 

don’t care if the temperature goes even higher, maybe if they see less skin they’ll stop treating me like a 

piece of meat. I’ll ride into Istanbul dressed like a nun, if I have to. My patience has run out.

Yea, so good cycling day, but bad Kasia day.
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Currently I’m hiding in my tent from all of the mosquitos at the campground I’m staying at. Good grief – I’m 

sick of camping, I’m fed up with always being sweaty and dirty, and of using the same damn, orange and 

plastic bowl for almost 8 weeks now.

Sorry if this post is more venting than blogging! I’m just keepin’ it real, because if I wrote of the rich 

Bulgarian culture, curious roads and numerous horse-drawn buggies and resulting manure on the roads…it 

would be somewhat of a lie (although the horse bit is true).

More on those fun facts tomorrow, hopefully a good dinner and some sleep will change my mood around…

I did get a few scenery shots for your viewing enjoyment today..

…sigh..

Kasia – your grouchy cyclist
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Day 56 - “Spanish and Judo in Bulgaria” - Borovitsa to 
Berkovitsa (Bulgaria) - 85km

July 9th 2012

Woke up bright and early, and used the extra time to catch up on Internet and fundraising tasks.

Got on the road around noon; with few reserves left I had to stop by a small shop in a nearby town to stock 

up on snacks (fruit and yoghurt, really) before reaching the larger city of Montana, some 50km away, for the 

regular supermarket visit.

Had some trouble finding a shop that was open, so I meandered around the teeny town munching on 

yesterday’s carrots. Tried to treat a young horse to a bit of the orange crunchiness, but he was too cautious of 

me to even let me approach him. I left his share of the carrot on the pavement in hopes that his curious nose 

would lead him to it eventually.

I finally found the shop, and next to it a little soup kitchen with warm and home-cooked meal smells wafting 

to me through the open door. I had a hunch that this was the kind of place where you could eat well and 
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cheap. It was also a reminder that I couldn’t communicate what I wanted, how much it cost or what the food 

contained – I’m still finding Bulgarian a bit tough to navigate. Just when I was peering around in hopes of 

finding someone who could translate for me, an SUV with España license plates pulled up. I whooped with 

joy and surprise, almost as astonished to see this foreign car here in Bulgaria as I was to see an Ontario 

license plate about a week ago in Serbia. In both cases the vehicles belong to locals that work and live 

abroad, in this case it was a Bulgarian couple who live in Valencia, on the Spanish coast. He was kind 

enough to explain my soup choices (chicken soup please!) and also, although it was never my intention, 

offered to pay. We spent a few more minutes together; it was a relief to be able to chat with someone in a 

familiar tongue!

Rolling into Montanta city, I found the supermarket and a curious man and young woman in a parked car 

observing me and my shopping preperations with great interest. I did the only reasonable thing and waved 

and said hello – they looked a bit surprised that I was so forward but soon came out of their car for a real 

chat. Turns out the young woman is a Bulgarian national Judo champion, and the man accompanying her 

(her father? Uncle? Trainer?) showed off her muscular arms and calfs and patted my cyclist thighs with pride 

as well. They were athletes and could appreciate athletic tendencies in others.

At a nearby gas station I questioned what felt like the 20th person today on possible campgrounds in the 

area – I was told that near Borovitsa there was one, but 

23km away and with the day coming to a close it would 

be a tight squeeze to make it there by daylight. Making a 

lightning quick decision (and I find myself getting better 

and better at making these!), I hopped on the bike and 

decided to make it my end of the day 1-hour-23km 

challenge. Was it going to be uphill? A bit, yes. Was I 

going to struggle just to navigate out of Montana and 

unto the correct road to Borovitsa? Of course.

I raced the red, falling sun and made it in the dark dusk to  

the city. There, I found no campground, only a sign for a 

motel some 3km away. The locals swore it was the only 

accomodation in town and, at that point, I was too tired to 

care. Ever since I have arrived in Bulgaria information is 
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scarce, communication difficult and when I do manage to understand something the next person I ask the 

same thing five minutes later points me in precisely the opposite direction. Here, even more than usual, I’m 

having to use my own common sense and intuition.

To the motel I cycled and, for the second time in one day, met a local Spanish-speaking woman who showed 

me the exact way of getting there, arranged my stay with the receptionist and gave me a huge smile and 

hug.

So that’s my cycling day, summarized.

Mentally, I feel good. The challenge at this point is to stay present in the moment and not let thoughts of 

what could or will be happening in the future take over. How am I getting back to Barcelona from Istanbul 

with the bike and all my gear? Will it be very difficult to transition back to a “normal” life after the ride? Will 

we manage to raise the necessary funds for World Literacy Canada?

I am struggling but also doing my best to lay these questions aside, for the time being. For now, I am in 

Bulgaria, in peek cycling condition and still loving it – it’s important to enjoy the moment!

Kasia – your love-the-moment cyclist

Photos:

- storks, in Poland, are said to bring good luck. If the 

same holds true in

Bulgaria then this was a lucky town indeed!

- the E79 highway to Sofia, very up and down

- here, horse-drawn carriages, cars and bicycles all share 

the road
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Day 57 - “She’ll be coming around the mountain” - 
Berkovitsa to Godech, 46km

July 10th 2012

…of which the first 23km were straight uphill!

For sure that is the Ride to Read record as far as continuous uphill cycled in one day.

 

It was a late start today. The early morning storm at 6:20 woke me up, it was thundering and lightening all 

around the motel, at which point I also realized I was sticky with sweat from the humidity. I turned on the 

air-conditoning (my, what a luxury!!) and was out again until 9:00.

Back downstairs at the coffee bar I enjoyed an American-sized latté and chatted, via 16 year old employee 

turned-translator who studies English in high school, with the bar lady. She doesn’t enjoy traveling alone, 

she tells me. It’s definitely not the first time I’ve seen this kind of a reaction – people can get used to the idea 

of bike travel pretty quick but the “alone” bit really makes them frown. Isn’t it funny though that I always 

hear this phrase at precisely the moment in my day when I’m speaking and socializing with others!
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I guess that’s the Canadian in me, shining through. Alone, in my understanding (and without any addition 

of spiritual concepts) is trekking through the wild north through virgin territory that most likely hasn’t felt 

the footstep of man in decades, or more. In small, civilized and populated Europe you are never alone – this, 

however, is a concept that I have trouble explaining to Europeans.

…some of which I met, the bicycle traveller types, five minutes after leaving the motel. Les and Ruth are 

British, from Liverpool, and devoted bicycle travellers for many years – ever since they completed the world 

tour some 20 years ago. They tell me of crossing Canada by bike, in the late fall/early winter, of waking up, 

and then attempting to repack, a frozen tent! We have a bit of lunch and, inevitably, split ways, as I continue 

the climb to the capital and they detour to visit the 

thermal baths just 15km away from Berkovitsa.

And so begins my 22km climb to the mountain-perched 

town of Petrohan. I looked up the elevation difference 

between B. and P. – it’s approx 1,000m! With stretching 

breaks, lunch and refuge from quick, but intense, 

afternoon showers, it takes me about 3 hours to cover 

this distance. I watch my chrono flutter between 7 and 

10km/h while I ride.

On the one hand I’m a fool for listening to a non-cyclist’s advice which steered me away from the main 

highway (which here equates to perfectly paved and very low traffic road) to a patchy, rough and country 

road. A word to the wise: when a non-cyclist encourages you to take the “lovely, scenic road where there are 

few villages and pretty views”, you can be sure this will be a mountain road where the loveliest view of all 

will be you, the cyclist, crawling along with a fully loaded bike at a thrilling 8km/h. On the other hand it is 

refreshing and nurturing to cycle in the cool of the forest; it’s a chance to chat with the trees again and 

realize that I’m quite fond of the sun when hidden underneath so much foliage. It’s the difference that let’s 

me choose free camping tonight – I don’t mind my own grime nor am I half as tired as usual, mentally.

There is a stretch of downhill and it’s getting late; I don’t want to see what is around the bend since intuition 

tells me it will climb again. Instead I turn into a gravel road decorated on both sides by farm homes and ask 

at one of the houses to put up my tent. The whole family is outside, sitting around a picnic table, and after 
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the wife confirms it with her husband, she shows me to the field across the road, their field, where I am free 

to reign for the night.

The straw is freshly cut, the smell is tantalizing, and piled high in huge, round pyramids throughout the 

field. There is an ideal spot with large trees from the east which will provide much needed shade in the 

morning. There are almost no mosquitos and few ant hills. It is, in fact, the most perfect camping spot I’ve 

ever seen!

I fall asleep with lightening flashing, temporarily illuminating everything in the tent. I count the seconds 

between light and sound: raz, dwa, trzy…until I get to twelve – the storm is far away. There are noises 

scurrying in the grasses around me; I imagine that they belong to badgers, having seen a dead one on the 

road earlier in the evening… Now, it’s time to sleep.

Kasia – your peaceful cyclist

Photos:

- Les, Ruth and I

- the Petrohan pass

- my map, learning cyrilic 

and a free-riding fly

- camping spot
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Day 58 - “a head shaking day” - Godech to Sofia (Bulgaria), 
45km

July 11th 2012

Can’t say that it was a grueling ride today!

Rather, I savoured my ride into the capital which, as if to make up for yesterday’s climb, was almost all 

downhill. But today, and tomorrow, are less about Riding and more about Reading. This is a connection stop 

in Sofia – this ride has miraculously inspired more than one Bulgarian, and several people here have 

contacted me about spreading the word, meeting up and talking about the Ride.

They offer to write articles, conduct radio interviews, house, feed and culture me – how can I refuse such 

enthusiasm?
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It takes me a while to find my host’s place, a young and energetic local who is in fact editor in chief of the 

most popular reading website in Bulgaria and, thus, a big fan of this ride for literacy. It is an ordeal. There 

are few cars relative to what you’d expect from a 1,5-million strong capital, so traffic is not so bad…but there 

are no signs with street names on them! I’ve input Pavlina’s address into google maps and so armed with 

my technology I successfully navigate to…completely the wrong address. I try again and finally find the 

right place.

Pavlina is talkative and excited about life. She works in a PR firm by day and spreads the joy of reading by 

night. In her spare time she travels, learns foreign languages (like Polish!) and entertains strange guests, 

such as myself.

Her energy is contagious and where I should be fading into the sleepy lull of a hot and noisy city, I question 

her instead on Bulgarian history, and the quirks and stories of Sofia. Her “crash course” is excellent, 

although I’m realizing quickly that I know next to nothing about the Byzantine and Ottoman empires! She 

speaks of famous Polish writers, politicians and generals like they’re the guys next door… while I make a 

mental note to learn more about her people!

It’s fascinating, and I’m absorbing everything like a culture sponge. Everything except the the Bo’za she will 

serve me the following morning for breakfast…the sour drink that looks like chocolate milk is actually 

fermented malt…it’s drinkable but otherwise definitely falls under the category of “acquired taste”. I’ll adore 

the Banitsa that goes with it though; what’s not to love about warm, flaky pastry stuffed with cottage 

cheese?

Sofia feels very normal, tangible and unpretentious. We run into a few of Pavlina’s journalist friends and I 

am again struck by how cultured, approachable and energetic they are. One guy, for ten years now, has been 

fighting a losing battle with the municipal government to input a city-wide recycling program. His friend is a 

political activist and just took part in the largest demonstration that Sofia has ever seen. It seems like 

everyone is involved in everything, from environmental activism to political betterment. With the bitter 

resolve that comes with the realization that your work and efforts may never amount to much, they plow on 

with determination. I sense a feeling of duty and mission in my Bulgarian peers, and as one guy puts it, “if 

we don’t do the work then who will?”

Amen, brother!!
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We have a delicious and cheap dinner in a gorgeous restaurant packed with locals. I try a few of the 

vegetarian specialties like Szopska salad and Tarator soup before realizing that I’ve heard about and eaten 

this salad my entire life! My parents, like many Poles during the communist times, used to go to the 

Bulgarian Black Sea on holidays… my dad loved and still frequently makes Szopska salad. I was glad for the 

opportunity to try the original!

(just for the record, I prefer my dad’s version!) 

By the end of the evening I realize that I have made two 

big cultural mix-ups between Bulgarians and Greeks. 

The first concerns yoghurt; what we refer to as “Greek” or 

“Balkan style” yoghurt is in fact a Bulgarian innovation, 

and the name of the bacterial culture proves it: 

Lactobacillus Bulgaricus. The second: the infamous 

shaking, instead of nodding, of the head to say “yes”. 

Again, I thought this was a Greek thing, but it turns out 

the Bulgarians are fierce head shakers too. It really 

confuses me! Every time I feel like I’ve said something 

coherent, smart or maybe even funny…my listener is 

there with a huge smile, shaking their head vigorously. Have I said 

something inappropriate, or did I miss a joke?

Body language is so firmly ingrained in our psyche; it takes fierce 

concentration to realize people are agreeing, not disagreeing with 

you!

All in all a very interesting first day in Sofia,

Kasia – your head-nodding cyclist

Photos

- a guided tour with Pavlina (yellow skirt)

- Szopska salad
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Day 59 - “Sofia, inspiration and the mystery of th early-
setting sun”, in Sofia (Bulgaria), 0km cycled (but many 

walked!)

July 12th 2012
I wake up to the traditional Bulgarian breakfast

that I already told you about in yesterday’s post, plus a bit of my own Muesli and fruits. One coffee, two 

coffees and I continue the usual writing, blogging, tweeting and researching iPhone frenzy I have grown so 

used to over the course of this ride. Inside Pavlina’s apartment I am alone, it is quiet (except for the yelping 

of a little puppy outside); everything is familiar and safe.

The same cannot be said for the unfamiliarity of downtown Sofia. I’m not one to get scared off by a new 

place or city, and in fact Sofia intrigues me with this energy of change and activism, with its many cafes, its 

neat and artsy shops. But it is a tough city to navigate for newbies and foreigners, a shortcoming readily 

acknowledged by the locals themselves. Firstly, as everything in Bulgaria, cyrilic reigns over all, and 

although I can now read this alphabet somewhat accurately it takes me a long time to do so. The brain, from 

lack of practice, feels like it’s peddling through molasses. Not that there is much to read of the kind of signs 

that are important to a new-comer: street names. These are very few and very far between even though the 
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locals know all the street names by heart (do they study these in school??). There is tons of construction 

going on, mostly due to a new tram line project, forcing you to cross and re-cross the streets to avoid the 

mess. When asking for help, some locals are very friendly and warm while others immediately shut down 

and refuse to talk with you when approached in English. Not for any political or xenophobic reason – they’re 

simply uncomfortable and embarassed that their English is poor. I quickly switch to Polish to lessen their 

terror, and with most, this allows me to awkwardly continue our dialogue of streets, directions and 

destinations.

It is arduous, yet I set out in the persuit of sport clothing, hoping to find those dreamed-of longer shorts or 

one more T-shirt to add to my minimalist travel wardrobe. No luck! Furthermore, I’m left to fend for myself 

since the shopkeepers at one sport store claim to “not know of any other similar shops” when in fact there is 

another place just 100m down the same street…

I find some pants which could work but they are too expensive. Time to abandon this idea – too bad, I’ll 

make do with what I have and dedicate the rest of my time to more important tasks. Not to mention my 

dislike for shopping in general…

By 15:00 I am meandering down to the park near the radio station where Yanina from the “Ideas 

factory” (www.ideasfactorybg.org) has suggested we do a 

spot on today’s radio podcast about the Ride to Read. She 

tells me to come around the studio at 15:30 or 16:00 at 

the latest. Only a few moments go by – I had purposely 

come to this neighbourhood early to people-watch, sit 

and relax a bit- when I see a missed phone call from 

Yanina. I call her back and am surprised to hear her 

slightly anxious voice “Where are you? Are you coming?”. 

It seems a bit odd that she wants me at the studio so 

early, but don’t say anything about it. I run to meet her at 

the correct spot, quick. The park I was at wasn’t the right 

one (go figure!).

It’s fun doing the radio interview (and I’ll make it 

available here on the blog as soon as I receive the link for 
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it myself). Everything is translated live into Bulgarian, and they seem very happy with the whole story. Their 

appreciation for the project is very visible, as they say “and maybe your story will inspire some Bulgarians to 

cycle for beautiful cause!”

I hope so!

Only once I get back home to Pavlina’s does reality hit. She is there waiting for me (since I have the keys), 

and I’m pleasently surprised to see her home an hour early. “It’s only 5pm”, I say, “that’s pretty sweet you got 

off work early!”. She looks at me perplexed and answers, “No, I didn’t, it’s 6pm!”

Ooohhh! Silly goose…I’ve changed time zones and didn’t even 

realize it!

Bulgaria is one hour ahead from Barcelona time… and it only 

took me 5 days in this new country to figure it out. I was 

wondering why Pavlina left for work at 8:00 when she said she 

would go at 9:00, why Yanina was rushing me when I thought I 

was early but was in fact I was late…and why, for goodness sakes, 

the sun has been setting so early!

Finally, as I reset my clocks, everything makes just a little more 

sense 

Kasia – your time-zone crossing cyclist
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Day 60 - “My day in images”, Sofia to Anton, 88km

July 13th 2012

Today, I cycled.

I was tired and stopped earlier than usual because all I could think of was sleep and rest.

A good family in the village of Anton took me in for the night.

Today, I will tell my story via photos. Of me, the road, and my free camping spot for the night.

Time to rest!
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Day 61 - “St. Francis would have been a cyclist” - Anton to 
Pavel Banya (Bulgaria), 100km

July 14th 2012

Today’s post is about animals, nature, reflection and tranquility.

I figure you’ve heard enough about what it’s like to be me while I’m living on the road and on the bicycle for 

days and weeks on end. I sleep, eat, write, cycle and repeat, and even though every day brings new 

encounters and experiences, I hope that you won’t mind if I dedicate today’s post to more general ideas, 

instead of summarizing my little adventures as usual.
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You see, I was raised Catholic and especially aware of different saints and what their particular saintly 

powers were good for. My mother would have me say a prayer to Saint Anthony if I had lost or misplaced 

something: a precious notebook or the joy of living, you could interpret “lost” both in the literal and 

figurative sense. To Saint Christopher we prayed for safe travel.

It was Saint Francis that fascinated me when I was a little girl. I can still hear my mother’s voice in my ear 

telling me that “he would wait for the ants to cross before walking so as not to step on any of them”. At the 

age of six I wondered how anyone could get anything done in life if they waited for every single bug to 

budge…

Since then I’ve been fortunate enough to learn more about Saint Francis and to visit the basilica dedicated to 

his (and to Saint Clara’s) work in Assisi, Italy on more than one occasion. The monk is most famous for his 

love of animals, referring to them all as “brother” and “sister” and for his reveration of nature in general. He 

believed that nature was the reflection of God. Kind of a 12th-century spiritual ecologist.

During this ride I’ve thought of Saint Francis often. As you know, this is my first long-haul bicycle trip, and I 

come not from a background of road cycling but of commuter and urban cycling. So, it was my first time 

riding with, alongside and surrounded by nature and animals for so long. The ones alive, and the ones 

dead.

I’ve seen a lot of roadkill during these past 2 months. Hedgehogs, badgers, weasels, foxes, butterflies, 

snakes and lizards – you name it, I’ve seen it smeared on the road and in varying degrees of decay. The cars 

zoom by with maybe a flash of colour or fur to hint at what is lying splattered on the road, and I am left to 

contemplate the bulging, glass-like eyes of a puppy with his gutts trailing out, surrounded by flies and full 

of worms…

In reality though the bigger animals, from bird size to larger, are rarely at risk where bicycles are concerned. 

What has surprised me most of all, is the ability to see and distinguish between the smallest of the road 

users. I’m referring to the beetles, the ladybugs, the snails and maybe even…the ants. These are often 

crawling or oozing their way across the road, oblivious to the traffic on both sides, and on a bicycle I am 

given a choice I have never before been faced with on a trans-continental journey: to smear or not to smear?
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That is the question.  I answer with the tiniest push on the handlebars, prolonging a little critter’s life by a 

few minutes, maybe longer. After a whole day of this Saint-Francis-like behaviour, I can’t help but sigh, catch 

and release back to nature the bugs that crawl into my tent or bags in the evening. I can barely recognize 

this spider-and-snail doting Kasia from the bug killing machine I used to be. Does it mean anything in the 

big scheme of things? Perhaps not. But it’s one more example of how bicycle travel has brought me that 

much closer to nature.

Cycling is silent. I often startle animals out of their summer reveree in the tall grasses next to the roads since  

they don’t hear the quiet bike until the last moment, and then jump and scurry off deeper into the brush. A 

flick of a green, scaly tail or tiny brown paws flash within my field of vision and make me smile. Enclosed in 

their noisy tin boxes motorists are oblivious to these precious details.

Cycling is so meditative. Especially as a solo cyclist there is ample time for reflection, for planning, for 

dwelling on past memories or strategizing for future dreams. And, of course, for simply being in the 

moment. Because the physical task, pedal right-foot and pedal left-foot, is so simple and repetitive, the 

mind, and heart, are at full liberty. Just as you steer the bike left or right, you can steer your intention and 

thought on whatever you like. Like saying a little prayer for safety and peace for the locals and their homes 

when going through particularly poor or forlorn looking towns…

With all this in mind I’ve come to the conclusion today that Saint Francis would have been a cyclist…if 

bicycles were around in his time and if he had needed to make a longer journey. He could meditate, avoid 

squishing his brothers, the bugs, and would enjoy the near perfect silence of the bicycle.

Such are my thoughts for the day, with a few snapshots from the road…

Kasia – your contemplative cyclist
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Day 62 - “The Universe Provides” - Pavel Banya to Sliven, 
106km

July 15th 2012

Today was, yet again, another example of direct manifestation. Ask, and you will receive.

My morning was off to a grumpy start. Last night I was helped and guided all around town by an older 

gentleman. He was smiley, I was friendly and grateful that he helped me find a good, clean motel for 10 LEV 

(5€) a night. Before parting ways he asked me “please, may he come up to my room” and smiling at me 

held the goodbye handshake I offered him several moments too long. He left me feeling sorry for his 

loneliness, sad and frustrated. I recalled my best friend from high school saying once “You can’t be friendly 

with guys, they always take it the wrong way.” At the time I had staunchly disagreed, but my current cultural 

context was making me realise that perhaps she was right; perhaps the fault was mine for being too nice.
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This is a land of no cyclists. Aside from Brits Les and Ruth who I met several days ago in Berkovitsa, I have yet 

to see other bicycle travellers. Road cyclists are also an endangered species, for I’ve noticed a total of two or 

three in my week here in Bulgaria…and they were older men, of course. There’s not much hope of making 

spontaneous friendships with other ladies, for, unless you have some previous introduction or context, most 

women shy away from talking with the likes of me. Gone are the days when groups of girlfriends would 

approach me on the street (in France or Italy, for example), in a campground or in front of the supermarket, 

eyes shining with curiosity and inspiration at the idea of a solo female traversing a continent on a bicycle. 

Here, in the former East Block, most girls are still a bit too concerned with the brand of their sandals and the 

sex-appeal of their fluttery tops to appreciate an idea like the Ride to Read. I get the feeling they think I’m 

just a bit crazy for going so long without make-up!

In short, I was in need of some company, a spontaneous encounter to brighten my day, a shared coffee with 

a friendly and unassuming person. I’m a Gemini for goodness sakes! I wilt if I go too long without real 

human interaction.

So, realizing my grumpiness and its cause, I sent up the intention for a good meeting today. To be honest, I 

didn’t fully believe it was possible, but I figured it “can’t hurt to ask”, as they say.

I met my friend-to-be not even one kilometer into my 

day’s ride. We quickly realized that we didn’t really have 

any languages in common, but somehow made efforts at 

basic conversation – a mix of Bulgarian, Russian, English 

and German. Most importantly though, we spoke the 

language of friendliness and companionship.

Slavi, a road cyclist, accompanied me to the intersection 

but was surprised when I turned away from my planned 

route to stop at the gas station instead – I needed cold 

water and an Internet connection. He waved goodbye; 

neither of us knew that we would see each other again 

later on.

After the break, I plowed on in the roasting sun. Tired of 
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seeing that desert mirage-like haziness of heat panning out in the distance; I continued gulping down huge 

breaths of hot asphalt-smelling air. It was scorching, and I was mentally exhausted and unmotivated.

But I kept the bike moving forward. Another 20km or so and who do I see but this morning’s friend cycling 

in the opposite direction – he jumped the metal barrier with his bike to rejoin me and continued on the road 

with me in my direction.

I admit it – I was cold and distant at first. After so many encounters that have started off well and fizzled into 

awkward and uncalled-for suggestions, I figured I would try a different approach this time. But all was well, 

this cyclist was glad to simply share some time and road space.

Over the next several hours, he showed me the good water spots, the natural springs that are often off the 

road, took me to a little hamburger joint where I was able to get some lunch and kept me company on the 

road. It was the cycling with him that I most appreciated. I can’t tell you how relaxing it was to have him 

there cycling in front, cutting into the wind for me, but also, and more importantly, changing my view and 

focus. I trained my eyes on his right shoe, just a meter or so away from my nose, mesmerized and calmed by 

his steady and strong cadence. I haven’t felt so relaxed and calm on the road in a long time. It felt like a 

guide had been sent for the sole purpose of allowing me a break from blazing my own trail, and I was 

overjoyed to take the backseat and simply follow. Of course there was no real navigation necessary since we 

were simply following the no. 6 eastward, nor do perfectly paved roads require any actual “trail blazing”; it’s 

more the concept that mattered. It was an indescribable blessing!

We shared one more coffee, exchanged numbers and emails, he promising to learn Polish and I Bulgarian 

(since conversation had been extremely limited!), and it was time to continue. I took to the road alone again 

feeling rejuvenated – like it was only the first day of my journey, not the sixty-second!

I arrived in the industrial town of Sliven astounded by the distance I had been able to cover, and knowing 

that it was greatly due to the pair cycling. A hotel was not difficult to find, and the evening quickly faded 

with the sun…

Kasia – your manifesting cyclist

Photos: (1) Slavi, lunch place and the stray who got some of my hamburger; (2) hiding in the shade
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Day 63 - “A strange day” - Sliven to Burgas, 115km

July 16th 2012

A strange day, in part terrible and in part wonderful.

After leaving Sliven, the no. 6 highway which had so far been a perfectly quiet and wonderful road turns into 

a nightmare as all the traffic from the unfinished autobahn below goes through it… I endure a very 

unpleasant 60km of fast cars, transport trucks and wind before turning off to quiet, peaceful and gorgeous 

country roads. I arrive at the Black Sea at a tiny village south of Burgas.

Am chased by big, nasty dogs (strays) – first time this trip. No harm done, but it gets me thinking. Am 

wondering what I’m going to do for the infamous Turkish sheepdogs which have a truly bad reputation…

I’ve heard that they are agressive, huge and can and do bite. I start getting used to carrying rocks, I look 

around for a good branch to transport and hit with, if necessary. Anyone know where I can buy pepper 

spray? Best get used to it now, I’m only a days ride away from Turkey…
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A bit tough finding a place to sleep. People that I ask to freecamp nod their heads consistently “no”, they 

look at me with fear and confusion. I hear one woman mutter under her breath “but what the hell is she 

doing alone??”… It’s like the isolation from lepracy, from back in the day when..

Finally some friendly English-speakers point me to the “only” hotel. They have no free rooms, but to avoid 

the tears of desperation that are risking spilling out the owner gives me her own little bed and bedroom for 

the night, however reluctantly. She threatens me “you will pay 20 Lev for this!”, as if it’s some kind of 

punishment. She too is afraid and weary of me…why must they continue to treat me like some freak??

She will actually smile to me in the morning – realizing that perhaps in fact I am not crazy. She’ll want to 

charge me 10 Lev, but I will give her 15.

A few hours of rest was won, and it’s time to venture into Turkey.

At this point the only thing keeping me going is the relative proximity of the final destination – just a few 

more day of this, I continuously tell myself.

Apologies for bullet-point format writing, have no strength or time left to write properly – just bear with it 

until I get to the Turkish capital…

Kasia – your drained cyclist
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Day 64 - Burgas to Malko Tarnovo (Bulgaria), 85km

July 17th 2012

Time to head to the Turkish border.

Just a few hundred kilometers away lies the grand metropolis of Istanbul (aka. Constantinopol, Bizantium, 

Tsarigrad.. this ancient city is known by many names!) and the final destination of this ride.

First, tucked away in a busy cafe, I do some quick research about travel in Turkey, typing in phrases like “solo 

female travel Turkey” and “bicycle travel Turkey” and quickly absorb some quality tips and info. Bicycle 

travelers recommend gas stations for free camping (weird but true), Turks are found to be formal, polite and 

very helpful to tourists, and Western women report pleasant and problem free travel granted you too 

remain formal and not get too smiley (otherwise they tend to think we are all “Samantha’s” living out our 

lives like in the “Sex and the City” series…) Ok, duly noted. Also, on a whim, I quickly check Visa 

requirements for both Poles and Canadians and realize that tourist visas are required for Turkey and come at 

a fee. I experience a mild panic attack as I face the unanswered question: do you get the tourist visa at the 

border or do you have to ask for it months in advance??
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A few Skype phone calls later, to the embasies in Istanbul of both my countries, and I calm down. Everything 

is OK to cross the border in Malko Ternovo; visas are attained on site and I’m even told how much they will 

cost: 15€ on a Polish passport and 45€ on a Canadian one. Kind of a no-brainer as to which passport I’ll be 

using 

The no. 9 secondary road to Malko Tarnovo is fairly peaceful, running mostly through farmland and forest, 

and very up and down. I like it though – the ups give you time to think and the downs time to leave all 

thought behind…

I arrive in Malko Tarnovo around 18:00 and so with (theoretical) plenty of time to cross the border and seek 

lodging on the other side. However, my other Internet searches have revealed nothing as far as camping or 

cheaper hotels in the Turkish villages nearby (or petrol stations for that matter, if camping there is indeed as 

wonderful as others make it out to be). I would rather not put myself in an awkward situation my first night 

in Turkey, so I decide to wait until morning to cross the border.

I stop instead at the only hotel in town, where I’m warmly greeted by one of the employees – an perfectly 

beautiful woman, about 35 years old with dark hair and almond-shaped eyes. She gives my shoulder a big 

squeeze when I explain what I am doing and how I come to be here, tonight, at this hotel, on my way to 

Istanbul. I’m promised a good coffee and an omelette in the morning to give me strength to continue on my 

way!

Back in my room I relisten to some of my favourite Vinyl Cafe podcasts, this CBC radio show is a treasure and 

makes me laugh out loud, a lot. It’s a great Canadian 

connection when I’m far from Canada not to mention 

chock full of fantastic stories, both true and invented.

It’s been a good day, all in all, full of two of my favourite 

things: biking and stories 

Kasia – your story-telling cyclist

Photo - horses living in an abandoned building!
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The last 3 days coming up 
to 

Istanbul
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Turkish tourist visa

Crossing the border, tired but 
excited
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seeing signs for Istanbul does 
wonders for my motivation. 
Roads are empty, and spirits 
high

Cant help but feel like I’m in the 
Middle East with this barren 
landscape. Definitely still in 
Europe however :)
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This is Erwin, a bicycle traveler on a recumbent, and here we are at our hotel where we met. Erwin is from Bavaria (not Germany) and he’s travelling the opposite loop, from Istanbul to the Danube. We had a great dinner and conversation; I was immensely grateful for his company!

“the gas station boys” – more than once 

during these past few days I found 

myself chatting with guys at gas 

stations, being treated to free coffees 

and waters as they questioned me 

eagerly about everything from my 

monthly wage in Canada and whether 

or not I believe in God. “we work all the 

time, and Turks don’t travel much”, one 

of them explained to me in passable 

English “this is why we are so curious 

when we meet foreigners in Turkey”.

The Turks are so polite and helpful that 

the mini-interrogation sessions are 

actually quite sweet
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The minarets of mosques 
instead of the steeples of 
churches. Every village has 
atleast 1!

Was invited to breakfast when I 
took a break next to two truck 
drivers. Turkish hospitality and 
kindness really is as amazing as 
they say!!
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 lots of picnic tables available if 
you need to have a snack

…like in a pre-arranged relay race, I 

handed off the bicycle traveling baton 

to two guys heading away from Istanbul. 

It was their first day and my last, and as 

we took a moment to chat on the side of 

the road I learned that Louis, American, 

and William, Australian, are headed to 

Germany with a very interesting game 

plan – to not spend a dime or euro 

during the whole trip. “We basically 

beg for food” explained William, although 

not in the sitting-on-pavement-palm-out-

stretched kind of way, rather they ask at 

restaurants and stores for any excess food 

they might get, and, so far, have eaten 

more in this way than they do usually. 

Good luck with your ride guys! (their 

blog: http://
www.thefunkyangloboys.wordpress.com )
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- approaching the metropolis 
from the north, can you see it 
in the hazy distance?

the day after – enjoying a luggage-
free ride along the bike path on 
the coast, along Asian side of 
Istanbul. Oh victory is sweet!!
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The end of a journey - in Istanbul, Turkey

July th 2012

Where are we at with our fundraising?

What are we doing to continue the process beyond the actual ride?

…and why wasn’t that darn fundraising wheel updated after I made my donation??

Firstly - as you know, the Ride to Read has been as much about cycling as it is about literacy.  Reading and 

writing is a gift that many of us indulge in everyday, in this very moment for instance, and it is something 

that I wanted to raise funds and awareness for, representing a great Canadian charity – World Literacy 

Canada – and their humanitarian and educational efforts in India and Nepal.  I chose to do so by cycling 

alone across the European continent, enduring moments of joy and moments of difficulty, and choosing to 

dedicate those difficult moments to a cause that I believe in with all my heart – literacy and education.

The fundraising goal set for this trip was chosen somewhat arbitrarily – 10,000$.  Many months ago, when 

deciding upon the desired sum, I thought that 10,000$ was both a lofty and an achievable goal, and 

therefore perfect.  By our western standards it is neither too little or too much money – and I liked that.

Now, it seems that I have raised a dollar amount closer to the amount of kilometers cycled – at the end of the  

trip my chronometer reads 4,295km.

We have raised, thus far and to my knowledge, an approximate 4,400$ !!!

Have we reached the hoped for goal? No. But is 4,400$ still a whopping cool sum of money for World 

Literacy Canada – yes!!

 

Secondly - 

What am I doing to continue the Ride (aka. the fundraising) beyond the actual riding?

This is an issue that has nagged me for some weeks now.  I didn’t like the idea of arriving in Istanbul and 

having this fundraiser simply blow away in the wind – just because I’m not cycling across Europe anymore (I 

ran out of Europe, I’d have to go to Asia, lol) doesn’t mean that we can’t start something fun and interesting 

to generate just a bit more funds for WLC.
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Soo… the current idea is for me to play at “freelance journalism” and write a few articles for some Canadian 

magazines, newspapers – really anyone who would post a story about bicycle travel, Europe or fundraising 

projects – and have funds generated from these articles dedicated 100% to the Ride to Read.  I’ve learned 

and experienced a lot on this trip and I am taking plenty of notes – both voice, video and written recordings 

– that have not fully been published on this blog.  I wish to use this material to write a few articles about 

specific countries, cultures or experiences I had during this bicycle trip, and channel the payment for these 

pieces, however symbolic they may be, towards this fundraiser.

Please do note – although the Ride to Read team has already put this plan into action, your help in 

furthering this fundraising initiative is appreciated.  If you are reading this and know of a magazine, 

newspaper or other type of media that would be interested in collaborating with us – do let me know! Any 

contacts, personal and professional, can especially be helpful in this case.

Thirdly - It’s currently a bit of a waiting game.

Why? Because our guy at World Literacy Canada went on holiday (bless him, I hope he is having a great 

break!).  But, since all funds donated go through WLC first, and then later get reported to me and my 

assistant, it’s impossible for us to know if we raised 20$ or 2,000$ in the last 2 days.  And we won’t know 

any more about it until he gets back from holiday at the start of August!

My sincere apologies for this – if you made a donation and checked our donation tracker wheel to see if it 

would be automatically updated – sorry, it’s just not how our system works.  From the start I didn’t want any 

sponsor, known to me or unknown, thinking that they were contributing to “some gal’s crazy bicycle 

adventure half a world away” instead of to the charity the money is destined to – this is why all the donations 

have gone, and continue to go through, World Literacy Canada.  This way there is no room for confusion – 

even if the downside is that information about fundraising progress trickles down slower to me, the cyclist.  

Ah well.. patience is one of the many virtues I have trained these past few weeks 

If you’ve donated, if you are waiting to give or know anyone who still wishes to donate – don’t hesitate to do 

so!!
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….of course, not I, nor anyone else will know that you have done so until (approx.) 2 weeks from now – but 

trust me – when we find out we will sing your praises! we will thank you from the bottom of our hearts!! 

you can count on it!

– and that —

 - I think -

.wraps up this post about fundraising and the Ride to Read.

THANK YOU to each and every single person, whether I know you, whether we have become Internet-friends 

during this ride, or whether I have yet to meet you and give you a very enthusiastic bear-hug, thank you so 

much for taking the time, energy and money, to donate to this fundraiser!

Know that you have done a noble and beautiful deed  .. and that there is a young woman with cyclist thighs 

typing this blog post in the city of Istanbul (Asian side) very and I mean very thankful for your contribution!!
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Bicycle Touring Pro 3-part article 
series

Ride to Read - Cycling tales from europe

August 27th 2012
URL:  http://bicycletouringpro.com/blog/ride-to-read-cycling-tales-

from-europe/ 

QUICK FACTS 

What & When : cycling from May 15th – July 20th (67 days in total); total mileage : 4,295 km (2,669 mi)

Where : Spain, France, Italy, Slovenia, Hungary, Serbia, Bulgaria and Turkey; using road-maps and choosing 

secondary roads + the occasional bike path

Why : personal challenge + for charity (World Literacy Canada)

How : fully self-sustained touring; traveling with all necessary gear to eat, sleep, navigate and travel 

independently
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Who : Kasia (solo tour)

Kasia : “I was a dedicated commuter cyclist and in love with biking, but prior to the “Ride to Read” I had 

never traversed so many kilometers in one go nor cycled for so long a time. It would not be easy – I would 

have to constantly adapt to new countries, languages, cultures and currencies. All the while I would be 

learning from my mistakes, perfecting my art of bicycle travel, and working intensely on the fund raising 

part of the project. I had done a lot of research, prepared myself, my gear and my life accordingly and, most 

importantly, I was aware that I couldn’t know it all beforehand – I would need a lot of help, luck and 

improvisation to get me, and the Ride to Read to Istanbul!

THE PHYSICAL CHALLENGE

The first few weeks of travel were 

physically very tough. The build up to May 

15th was so intense and busy that on my 

very first day leaving Barcelona I was 

already tired. More sleep deprivation 

ensued, and on the second day I had a 

nervous breakdown. On the sidewalk of a 

residential neighborhood near Girona 

(Spain) I crumpled down in tears and 

exhaustion. Kind strangers took me in to 

their home, showed me to the guest bedroom, and I finally got a good night’s sleep.

The next few days were filled with more near disasters and minor miracles. I met up with a friend in Portbou, 

the last Spanish town right near the French border. It was a grueling day of riding, initially very up and down 

along the Spanish coast to Portbou and then, joining Philippe en route, we cycled the several hours of non-

stop uphill as we crossed the Pyrenees mountains into France. Exhaustion had resurfaced, so we were forced 

to take a bus, a 20km ride to get to Philippe’s place, in a small town near Perpignan. There, a quick shower 

and an unfortunately necessary dose of anti-inflammatory pills; my every muscle hurt and I was on the 

threshold of fever. I couldn’t allow myself to get sick only 4 days into the trip!
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During the next several weeks my body slowly got used to continuous physical exertion. As I continued 

along the coast of France, I encountered some nasty weather – rain, cold and, worst of all, very strong winds. 

A few stops were made to buy water-proof shoe covers and a windbreaker jacket. I kept having to take busy 

roads which turned into exhausting struggles to keep myself and the bike upright as the onslaught of wind 

created dangerous air pockets between the traffic, and especially the larger trucks, and myself.

With time, the muscle pain decreased with 

stretching, fluids and better quality sleep. It 

was quickly replaced; however, with knee 

pain. This I successfully combated with even 

more stretching, tensor bandages and 

numerous applications of the cooling Tiger 

Balm ointment. Some more anti-

inflammatories and I was almost feeling well 

again, if not for the lion-like cough I had 

developed on the third day of the trip, which 

would persist for the following 3 weeks. I felt 

OK otherwise, so I just kept coughing and 

cycling, paying even closer attention to 

getting quality food and rest on the road. 

About 3-4 weeks into the journey, the cough disappeared and I was feeling better than I had ever felt 

before, and capable (if not able due to administrative work related to the fundraiser) of cycling from dawn to 

dusk.

THE MENTAL CHALLENGE

Travelers experience mental fatigue when the balance between known and unknown factors shifts 

significantly in favor of the unknown. There is so much to grasp in a new place: a few phrases in the local 

language, where and what time you can get food, how to find lodging and a viable Internet connection… 

just to name a few. I planned my trip in such a way that I would move from the more familiar to the less 

familiar, from countries which I know well and can communicate in the local language (Spain, France and 

Italy) progressively increasing the level of unfamiliarity as I cycled into previously uncharted lands (Serbia, 

Bulgaria and Turkey). It was an immensely enjoyable and eye-opening experience, but stressful due to the 
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fast pace of the ride. Because the Ride to Read was a fundraiser I didn’t want my supporters to think that 

their donation dollars were sustaining a lazy-Sunday-cycle-through-the-park tour. There was no stopping to 

visit galleries and sip lattés in the shade… no, not this time. I was there to cycle, and to cycle hard.

Biking solo was at times immensely rewarding and meditative, and at times quite lonely. I met up with a 

few friends on the trip, but in my case I was on my own for 9 out of 10 weeks of the journey.  Several 

affirmations got me all the way to Istanbul, including “Kasia, if you can do this, you can do anything!” and 

the old stand-by “everything is temporary“. I experienced moments of immense elation and happiness and 

hit some deep lows as well. I made sure to reach out to family and friends if the going got very tough; it’s 

amazing what a quick Skype call or email could do to give me new strength. Several encounters on the road 

and Warm Showers hosts that I stayed with offered lifted my spirits too.

Strangely enough, the second half of the trip was the most challenging mentally while being the least 

grueling physically. It seemed that just when I had gotten the hang of bike traveling, and finally felt great, is  

exactly when the frustration and annoyance at the little things would get the better of me. On the one hand 

everything was a grand adventure – I was a nomad, and my home was the world. I drew attention to myself 

and inspired many people… once they accepted that a young woman traveling alone on a bicycle is, in fact, 

possible. Yet on the other hand, I remember petty feelings of annoyance with the daily search for campsites, 

lack of showering and continuously cooking my own plain meals, over and over again. The constant forward 

motion exhilarated and depressed me; I rarely had the opportunity to visit a place, I just flew through it and 

navigated to the next town. I’d take a quick break and eat alone. To a great extent the fund raising work and 

chronicling my adventures saw me through, as I tried valiantly to keep my travel blog current so that all 

those virtually following the trip could experience it with me. New experiences, such as filming the official 

Ride to Read video while in Hungary and appearing as a guest on a Bulgarian radio show, also kept me 

excited and positive.

THE ROUTE

To navigate, I used regional road maps, buying them for the 5-6 Euros they go for after crossing the border 

into any new country. The scales would vary, but I found that anywhere from a 1cm:8km scale and more 

detailed served me well. A quick glance and I knew exactly where I wouldn’t cycle (thick, straight yellow or 

red lines denoting the Autobahn, i.e. the freeways), instead peering at the thinner, zigzag lines that go 

through the little towns, the quiet and scenic secondary roads that are a touring cyclists dream come true.
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For the most part, I avoided the big cities, since they take a long time to cycle in to and out of. With the 

exceptions of Montpellier (France), Ljubljana (Slovenia), Sofia (Bulgaria) and my final destination, Istanbul 

(Turkey), I flew through many tiny towns, as well as discovering several captivating mid-sized cities such as 

Pacienza, Verona and Padova (Italy), Szeged (Hungary) and Vršac (Serbia).

Of bike paths there is not much to relate. I would catch snippets of them here and there, some 20-odd 

kilometers along the coast of the Mediterranean in Italy, and a day spent riding the EuroVelo no. 6 trail 

along the Danube river in Serbia. It was a nice respite from car traffic, but since the general route I had 

chosen didn’t lend itself to existing bike paths (or perhaps I didn’t know how to find them), I stuck to the 

secondary roads. In general these were well-paved, with few cars and the occasional forest which helped to 

cope with the intense summer heat. The hypnotizing view, and smell, of sunflower fields in Hungary and the  

frequent horse-drawn buggies in Bulgaria offered glimmers of local culture impossible to fully appreciate 

from the freeway, or from the car at all, for that matter.
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Bicycle Touring Pro 3-part article 
series

Ride to Read - the Realities of a Cycling 
fundraiser

September 3rd 2012
URL:  http://bicycletouringpro.com/blog/ride-to-read-the-realities-of-

a-cycling-fundraiser/ 

Earlier this year, Bicycle Touring Pro awarded its annual scholarship

a financial boost for young people heading out on their first bicycle tour, to 24 year old Polish-Canadian 

cyclist Kasia Szewczyk. Kasia’s plan was to cycle across Europe, from Barcelona, Spain to Istanbul, Turkey, 
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combining her first ever bike tour with a fund raising project – that of raising $10,000 for Canadian charity 

“World Literacy Canada”

Now, after completing the ride, Kasia shares her stories and experiences with BTP in a 3-part series of articles  

centered around cycling, fund raising and life lessons gained on the road.

QUICK FACTS

Charity: World Literacy Canada (WLC)

Funds raised for: WLC’s education and literacy programs in Uttar Pradesh, India’s most impoverished region

Goal amount: $10,000 CAD

Actual amount raised: $4,500 CAD

Fund raising mediums: online or mail-in donations

Promotional tools: event blog, Facebook, Twitter, online and print articles, posters and flyers, word of mouth

The premise: the idea was to fund raise on the personal front (donations from friends and family) to help me  

cover expenses of bike + gear and to have the event expenses incurred during trip (food and occasional 

lodging) be covered by the fund raising on the WLC front. As a third-party fundraiser, WLC and I signed a 

standard contract entitling the Ride to Read to 33% of the total of funds raised as part of covering event 

costs.

WHY CYCLE FOR A CHARITY?

Simply put: I wanted to give back. I knew that the project would bring me a lot of benefits, the incredible 

and novel experience of bicycle travel being the greatest reward, so I wanted to make sure that I could give 

back in some way as well. Plus, it was a thrilling idea to think of channeling funds not to me, but through 

me, to where I felt they could do a lot of good.

WHICH CHARITY DID YOU CHOOSE?
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I chose World Literacy Canada as my recipient charity because they fulfilled all of my previously defined 

criteria: they are Canadian based, they’re a well-established and trust-worthy organization (about WLC) and 

they really needed the funds (click here for more information). I contacted them about signing on as a third-

party fundraiser in early February of this year and our contract was signed and ready to go later that month.

A sure thing : Through direct participation, I knew that I would learn a lot about grassroots fund raising. 

Contracts, sponsors, blogs and social networks, marketing 

techniques, radio shows, videos, partners and contributors… 

it’s a whole world of fund raising out there!

Came as a surprise : creating, coordinating and participating 

in a cycling fundraiser is a 100% full-time job! For the 6+ 

months that I worked on the Ride to Read (February-August 

2012, of which I was cycling for 2 months) I worked 7 days a 

week, day and night, on the project. Then, I had to cycle too!

I GOT SOME THINGS RIGHT

As a cycling and fund raising first timer, my intuition and common sense helped me make some good 

choices.

Hiring My Virtual Assistant (VA)

About five weeks before I set out biking from Barcelona, I was rudely shaken awake by reality: I needed an 

assistant. There was simply too much to do – from creating the blog, promoting the event, contacting 

potential corporate sponsors etc. – I was swamped with work and kept wishing that I could split myself into 

three to get it all done! With my departure date looming, I did what I knew I had to – I placed an ad, a 

request for a Virtual Assistant (VA) – on the popular Elance website. One week and several interviews later, I 

had Stefani, from Vancouver, Canada working with me on the Ride to Read project. She had agreed to work 

for half her usual hourly wage, owing to the charity nature of the project. Still, it would be yet another 

expense to add to the growing list of event costs.

Contracting a VA was one of the smartest moves I made.
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I didn’t know it then, since I had never bike toured before, but my visions of free time during the trip, the 

supposed hours that I would spend drafting letters and donation requests while tucked away in a cafe on 

the side of the road, were pure fiction. I worked closely together with my VA during the weeks leading up to 

my departure from Barcelona, and once I got on the road – once survival, navigation and cycling became my 

all-consuming activities – the VA was the one to orchestrate the many facets of the fundraiser on my behalf.

Creating the official Ride to Read video

This too, came as a sharp plonk to the head, as I realized somewhere around the fourth week of the trip that 

there were barely any photos, much less videos, of me actually riding the bike! In this day and age, 

saturated as we are by images, films, podcasts and more, I was frustrated with how difficult it was to visually 

document my journey. Photo and video requests from friends, family and followers increased, and I was at 

my wits end. Firstly, because I was traveling alone (and couldn’t envision handing off my camera to 

strangers as I posed with my bike on the side of the road) and secondly, because I didn’t have a real camera 

(with the dreamed-of timer and tripod!). I only had an iPhone.

When my VA found a willing freelance film crew in Szeged, Hungary, I contacted Gergo with the hopes of 

creating a short video showing my daily life on the road, in this way bringing the Ride to Read supporters 

closer to the realities of my cycling adventure.

This mini-project was a complete success!

On July 1st we filmed for 9 hours non stop, and while I continued on the road, cycling into Serbia from 

Hungary, the film crew cut, edited and compiled the final product into an artsy and inspirational 3-minute 

clip. I had my new promotional tool (not to mention a fantastic souvenir) one week later. We distributed it as 

far and as wide as possible, thus increasing Ride to Read’s visibility and the potential interest for new 

sponsors.

LIVE AND LEARN – MISTAKES WERE MADE

Life and experience will always be our greatest teachers.  Here, a few remarks on what I could have done 

better.
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There’s no rush, take your time and plan it right

First and foremost – I should have started organizing this fundraiser way earlier.

Instead of leaving three months between my first contact with WLC and commencing the ride, I should have 

allotted at least 12 months to the preparation. Gaining corporate sponsorship, which we all know is where 

the big bucks lie in wait, is a long and tedious process. Each company has its own special forms to fill out, 

and even once you have completed the necessary paperwork, they often take months to reply. Bike or gear 

sponsorship works in much the same way. It’s not to say that these options aren’t viable, they just take a lot 

of research, time and energy to give fruit. In my case I tried for corporate sponsorship and got no where, in 

fact, the 500$ scholarship from Bicycle Touring Pro is the closest I got to financial support from the “big 

wigs”.

Shed a tear for your cause – aka. Make it personal

It’s not that WLC’s efforts for education and literacy are not close to my heart. I read, write, learn foreign 

languages and enjoy the freedoms that come with constant access to education and information. And yes, I 

really have tried to envision what my world would be like without these luxuries, and it’s left me feeling sad, 

restless, with the desire to shake off a looming fog of powerlessness. Nevertheless, I could tell from the first 

day of the ride, by the reactions of those I met on the road, that my cause was not directly personal enough. 

My reasons for riding, my parents’ cancers and quest for alternative therapies (books about healing cancer, 

leads to reading, leads to literacy… get it?) were too abstract to explain in brief. My conversations while on 

the road turned into a series of quick facts : age, nationalit(ies), cycling from, cycling to… yet I was at a loss 

to explain why I was riding for literacy. Had I personally worked at these Indian education centers? No, I’ve 

never been to India, I would answer…

Moral of the story : if you’re riding for a cause, make sure it comes attached with a direct, emotional and 

personal story. And make sure you can explain it all clearly and concisely (and, preferably, in several 

languages!) since it’s a question you’ll get asked a lot!

FUN FUNDRAISING FACTS FROM THE RIDE TO READ

For the 67 days that I was on the road, biking from Barcelona to Istanbul, the only piece of technology I used 

was my iPhone 4s. From this small, useful and packed with apps tool, I was able to write full-length articles 
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and post daily to my WordPress blog, post new Tweets, upload 

fun quotes to Facebook, take photos and videos, check and 

respond to emails, find WarmShowers hosts in my area… and 

much more. This iPhone-only approach has its downsides, but 

for the most part it provided me with everything my 

fundraiser’s heart could desire and the ability to coordinate the 

event from afar… and in a very small and light-weight package.

One time, in a campground in France, I spoke with a French woman who had actually heard of World 

Literacy Canada! How could this be possible? She had lived for about 20 years in the Toronto area and had 

been involved with the charity. Among many “global-village moments” during the trip, this came as a very 

welcome surprise!

Finding an internet WIFI connection during the ride was often challenging. Strangely enough, I found 

Bulgaria had the most free, open and reliable WIFI of all the countries I cycled through.
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Bicycle Touring Pro 3-part article 
series

5 life lessons I learned as a bicycle traveller

October 4th 2012
URL:  http://bicycletouringpro.com/blog/5-life-lessons-i-learned-as-a-

bicycle-traveler/ 

What if we looked at bicycle travel as a metaphor to life?

What if we can understand and relearn some profound life-lessons while out there on the road?

Bike travel is about the journey, not the destination. Life on the road, in the sweat and dirt with the locals, 

can be quite humbling. It’s a reality check, and we pedal on in awe of the raw and real experiences that we 

encounter along the way. If you’re like me, forever curious of the world and of people, travel feeds your 
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spirit and your thirst for understanding like nothing else can. Now, after the Ride to Read, I’d say that 

traveling by bicycle makes the journey that much more complete.

It’s not that “I was blind, and now I see.” It’s not as if there aren’t other ways to experience and glimpse 

moments of understanding. Simply, traveling on bike and being alone for so much of the time during the 

Ride to Read, I was blessed with ample opportunity to think and to contemplate. And some lessons, more so 

than others, really hit home.

1. LIFE MOVES CONSTANTLY FORWARD (CHANGE IS THE ONLY 

CONSTANT)

Like it or not, life will never cease to move forward. The streams flow 

steadily on, flowers bloom, wilt and die, the road continues on into 

the horizon, and try as you might, you’ll never quite reach the end of 

it.

Travel will always be about the journey within – as we pass through 

different cultures, countries and cities we are the moving wheel, the 

places we visit the axle. Change is consistent, and all we know for 

sure is that a new town will always come after this one.

Isn’t it curious that every cyclist, and I mean every single bicycle traveler that I have met thus far, has either 

consciously or without realizing it followed a singular rule when on the road: never turn back and ride the 

same way you came. Whether you’re lost, need water or are tired and want to rest, it suddenly becomes 

paramount, some force deep down within us rears it’s head and cries: “never turn back!” Loop around, take 

a side path or keep going forward in hopes of finding what you need… but don’t look back.

2. NO MATTER HOW SMALL THE STEP FORWARD, IT IS STILL A STEP FORWARD!

Great feats are really a compilation of numerous not-so-amazing feats. Cycling across a continent sounds 

very grandiose, as compared to cycling 20 km from one town to the next. But all that the trans-continental 

stuff is, are 20 km segments repeated hundreds of times. Every step, even the smallest, is significant, for it 

plays a vital role in the creation of the whole. During my ride, there were days when I faced strong winds, 

rain or continuous uphill. These were days when conditions both within and around me were so 
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discouraging that I would have to get off the bike and walk. The most demoralizing aspect of all: at sunset, I 

had a less than thrilling 30 km to show for all my efforts. Staring at my odometer at the end of the day in 

disbelief, I’d sigh and remember that, I had, nevertheless, made some progress.

3. DO WHAT YOU LOVE & USE THE POWER OF INTENTION TO 

GET YOU THERE (GO ON THAT DREAMED OF BIKE TRIP NOW!)

Whatever happens, don’t put off your dreams for an indefinite 

future. Go after them now, plan them into your busy schedule, 

meet with friends and tell them of your “crazy” ideas. Now 

they can hold you accountable; they’ll phone and ask how 

your plans for the bike tour in Tuscany are coming along. 

When your mind is focused and your intention formulated, 

circumstance really does align itself with your dreams making 

the seemingly impossible miraculously possible. By signing 

up for that travel-Italian class and getting out the rusty bike for 

a weekend road ride, you’ve made the first steps towards 

attaining your goal. Have faith that other perceived limitations 

will also resolve themselves in due course.

Without your prodding things along in the right direction however, you show no real desire for change, no 

real pursuit of your objective. Follow your dreams however wild they may seem, and don’t listen to those 

who tell you otherwise. While planning the Ride to Read and well into the first weeks of my journey, I heard 

many times over that it was irresponsible and dangerous for a young woman to traverse Europe alone on 

her bicycle. As you may have guessed, these warnings did not stop me from completing the Ride. Not 

because I’m reckless, but rather because I felt that I had prepared to the best of my ability, knew how to face 

future obstacles, and that no extra amount of sedentary research was going to help. It was time to act. In my 

gut I knew that what I was doing was good and that I would make it through alright. Looking back on it, I see 

how time and time again in the course of the project I was helped along, encouraged and supported in 

exactly the right moments. It was a strong reminder that when intentions are clear, the stars really do align 

in our favor.

4. DON’T TAKE PEOPLE’S WORD FOR IT, GO AND SEE THINGS FOR YOURSELF (TRAVEL AND EXPLORE!)
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That guy’s opinion you met on the road may be spot on – it really was a lousy campground, a difficult road to 

navigate, you think to yourself afterward. But sometimes your eyes see differently, you are pleasantly 

surprised or mildly disappointed because you had expected something different…

Move forward with a clean slate free of expectations. Listen to others, their advice might be helpful, but take 

it all “with a grain of salt.” Go and see it for yourself, and if you still want to judge, do so based on nobody 

else’s opinion except your own. During my ride I was surprised to find Serbia so bike-friendly; I was in awe at 

the remarkable hospitality of the Turks. Had you asked me before embarking, I would have never guessed 

that locals would gift me with fresh fruit and coffee in their homes, that upon my arrival in Istanbul a perfect 

stranger would drive me, my gear and my bike clear across the Bosporus to my WarmShower host’s place – 

all because I was lost, overwhelmed and in need of assistance.

I challenge you to cycle and travel with an open mind and 

heart – it’s the only way to see the world through your own 

eyes 

5. BE PATIENT, REMEMBER THAT EVERYTHING IS TEMPORARY 

(THE HILL WON’T LAST FOREVER!)

An understanding that everything, enjoyable and 

unpleasant, is ultimately a finite experience, makes for a 

healthier outlook on life. It helps us to once again glimpse 

the bigger picture and recognize the details for what they 

are. That 23 km climb over a mountain pass is difficult and it 

hurts, but it will not last forever.  Nor will the wildly fun 

downhill or those endless fields of golden sunflowers. Enjoy 

them now, fully. A phone call from an old friend, a free 

sandwich at a cafe, a flash summer storm that you wait out 

under an ancient fig tree. Experience it all in the moment, 

remember patience and understand that this too shall pass.
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THE END
OF THIS EBOOK ;)
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